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Astronauts Rocket Into
Space For Record Visit

Hal Riddle Speaks At
Rotary Club Thursday

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla (AP)
Three American astronauts
rucketed into orbit today to
start man's longest planned
space journey, a 59-day study
of the sun, stars, earth and
man from aboard the Skylab
space station
"We're really moving out,"
commander Alan L. Bean reported as the astronauts' Apollo
ferry ship sped into an orbit
ranging from about 94 to 140
miles high
Bean, 41, Dr Owen K Garhaft. 12, and Jack R. Lousma,

37, immediately began a 17,100mile-an-hour pursuit of the unmanned 85-ton laboratory,
which passed over Cape Kennedy just minutes before they
started the marathon space adventure.
By the time they reached orbit. the station was 2,500 miles
ahead
With Bean at the controls, the
Apollo was to be steered
through a series of rocket-firing
maneuvers to gradually close
in on the Skylab, which is the
size of a three-bedroom house.
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When you watch those commercials on television,
some very ingenious ideas are used. In fact, some of
the commercials are better than the shows they
sponsor. But others are so inane and far out it seems
they would drive buyers away.
It won't happen, but we keep waiting for that
housewife, in answer to her husband's question,
"What shortening do you use," to reply: "Axle
grease, dear—that's what makes fried chicken so
good." Or for the lady, who's offered two boxes of
detergent for one to say, "Sure, I'll take them;
there's really no difference in any brand." —Rocky
Mount (N.C.) Telegram.

Local banks show total resources of over
$31,000,000, according to bank statements released
by the Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank of Murray,
and Dees Bank of Hazel at the close of business on
June 30, 1963.
The Murray Drive-In Theatre, Inc., has purchased
the Murray holdings of the Columbia Amusement
\ Company and will now take over the operation of the
• Capitol Theatre. Tommy Brown, manager of the
'drive-in for four years, will manage the Capitol.
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engagement and approaching marriage of their force issues. Tact!
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(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
son of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Knott.
Be sure with whom you make
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A good day!
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Those
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ts IfWA
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eff on tangents and to ease
take
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up
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F
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be
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There
being held in California.
the eye in some situations. Be Inclinations.
David Wright has purchased the Alexander alert, but not overly suspicious. SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nil AP
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Your intuition and fine
0
(June V to July 23) 490
Sycamore Streets.
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A
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Pat
Mrs. Sue Redden of Nashville, Tenn.,
spots now.
your attitude, your will be a boon in tight
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something
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eh to all matters. With
go
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so
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home of the bride's mother, Mrs. Jesse Dalian_
In clear focus, you can
-iptabllize "cloudy" situations. beyond your depth.
Redden of Paris, Term.
SAGITTARIUS
Showing at the 95 Drive-In Theatre is "Guest 110
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
24 to Aug. 23)
(July
Wife" with Claudette Colbert and Don Ameche.
A good day for starting or
Favored for rapid ad-
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The Senate has acted-to correct ei-epeastiee done to
those Americans who enjoy hunting and sport shooting.
This was done by passage of the so-called Black Powder
Bill, which removes certain restrictions placed on the use
of commercially manufactured black powder by the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970.
When this legislation was passed, heavy restrictions
were placed on the licensing, transport and storage of
black powder. These restrictions were imposed during a
period of widespread unrest and bombings, and they were
felt necessary to present the use of black powder for explosive criminal
of these good intentions was
p
An unintentional
that it also placed restrictions on the legitimate, noncriminal use of black powder for sporting, recreational and
cultural purposes.
I am the first to agree that the use of black powder or
other explosives to kill, maim, injure or damage property
must be prohibited and punishable by very tough laws. But
I also oppose unnecessary restrictions placed on black powder when it is used legitimately
Bible Thoughtfor Today
The bill we paned in the Senate recognizes these legiuses and removes restrictions on the use of black
timate
And Nathan said to the king, Go, do all that is in
powder only for these purposes. Some legitimate uses include muzzle-loading rifle shooting for competition by
1. thine heart; for the Lord is with thee.—II Samuel
such organizations as the National Muzzle Loading Rifle
7:3.
Association and the North-South Skirmish Association, the
How wonderful if we could have such pure hearts
use of cannons during various ceremonies such as the
that we could count on God's approval for all our
Fourth of July, and just plain practice shooting by antique
$ plans.
gun buffs.
I think theBlack Powder Bill provides a useful lesson for
Congress and the American people: in trying to protect
society from criminal and lawless elements, we must also
be careful not to place unnecessary and unduly restrictive
1
limitations on law-abiding citizens.
,
NS
by Carl Hiblet Jr.
•a
•
Our government has lied to us, cheated us,
The Senate's special investigations subcommittee, of
shuffled us, leaked to us, burgled us, punished us,
which I am a member, has been conducting a series of
41
hearings into lost, stolen and counterfeit securities. Escovered up from us, denied and counterden ,ied
timates of counterfeit and stolen seceilliti Itin as high
turned on, turned off,flocked, stuttered and glibbed
as S50 billion.
while Its power elite glided about in long, black
We also recently heard testimony from a former underliniousine—only to tinallreawl out loto..tfle light.,
world figure who detailed the various schemes used to de.
use of corporate
when found_out, and cryouch!:'. mid" 'loon': --L • fraud and otherwise make illegitimate
Some of these schemes were elaborate
bonds.
and.
stocks
long"
who-was
in
much like the bully the schoolyard
and involved the use of Swiss bank accounts and avoidance
overdue to get his face ground into the dirt.
of various laws governing the buying and selling of stocks.
"Enough is enough."
After these fact-finding hearings, we hope to develop
legislation which can eliminate such illegal activities.
—John Heywood
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4
June 21) 11
to
72
(May
directed toward the prevention
It is difficult for you to contain PISCES
of falls and the injuries which
at times, but this is one (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
yourself
can result from falls. This is of the days when you MUST.
A good time to take the
important, because when we Otherwise, mix-ups
and initiative in business matters, to e
stop to think about it, we misunderstandings will ensue. express independence ofe'
naturally do a lot of climbing CANCER
thought and action. You are'.'
around the home and farm.
sometimes too hesitant for youriti
(June V to July 23)
But, looking at farming in
e
It may be a crowded period own good.
general, we see that it can offer but you have the mental agility
YOU BORN TODAY are wella number at heserds. Livestock to clear the way. Just do not endowed mentally; ()Beefy
that are not handled in a overtax yourself or burn the achieve physically as well — asoi
cautious manner can be proverbial Cantle at both ends. for instance, in the world of
sports; can attain in almost any:
dangerous—even though they LEO
field in which you are in-A
are "gentle". Tractors are a (July 24 to
Don't go against present terested. Views Is a Sign oes,
necessary tool and offer few
Copley New
threats to human safety—if trends or you may find yourself vibrance and magnanimity, and .;
operated in a proper fashion. completely out of step with it also endows you with great
machines--combines, others. Some of your future strength of will, determination,
Other
hay balers, corn pickers, etc., objectives are now taking idealism, enthusiasm, keen
intuition and foresight Your
are not hazardous tools in shape.
personality is dynamic, fits you
VIRGO
themselves. They only become
24 to Sept. 23)
for leadership in many fields —
dangerous when the operator (Aug.
Take nothing for granted. notably as writer, editor,
does things around them he
all situations merchant, banker, actor or
Investigate
shouldn't, and attempts to carefully and, in general, painter — but you must curb a
adjust or unclog them when "expect the unexpected." tendency to be overbearing with
they are in operation.
Romance arid family concerns others.
In the final analysis, ac- highly favored.
developing new business
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR PM Per a personel 1111-04g.
associations. An unusual idea cidents,from the simplest to the LIBRA
forecast on NAM wealth, bee end
to
traced
be
can
severe,
most
inorrage, send 81.1, Mos 25 cants Si
could spark a brand new ap(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
att. ter Miele and handles) to
proach in career matters, as human error of fault. However,
Unless careful, you could
Horoscope gook Deportment, Ice tn.
Old Chelsea Station, New York, N.Y
this does not remove the pain, become inextricably involved in
well.
ROIL menticnIng this
suffering and sorrow that are a most undesirable situation.
=
.
Print YOv• NAME. ADORE
CAPRICORN
ZIP,and DATE OF 511TH (tobesure
generally a part of the accident Don't play games with
Her get the right forecast for yeur
6
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 /
zodiac Merl
You may face keen com- picture. Not to be overlooked another's emotions — no matter
at
seem
may
it
stimulating
result
how
can
are
the
costs
that
will
petition, but your abilities
the moment.
be stimulated if you believe in from an accident.
There is so much that can be SCORPIO
yourself and make the best of
your many fine talents. Direct said for safety, we shouldn't (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nt/AticA bit of friendly advice could
have to say it over and over.
activities thoughtfully.
But, being human, we all must mushroom into a profitable
AQUARIUS
hesitate to grab the
keep rernincting ourselves to be move. Don't
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Open 7:30'-Start Dusk,.
chance when you get it.
the
is
andthat
misdeals,
safety
not
be
A gigantic step may
necessary; several smaller purpose of Farm Safety Week, SAGITTARIUS
ones may bring you to your
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Ihiferd
goals with surer footing, help
A pleasant surprise due. You
"The Bull"
you to launch the unusual with
mode
enduring success.
these
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
July 25, 1973
You will have access to scene ADULTS..113
extraordinary gains now if you NURSERY..8
move with forethought and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
know-how. Neptune, propitious,
Baby Boy Parrish (Sandra * Starts August 2
stimulates your intuition and Lee, Mother), 411 Dast Blyth,
quick thinking.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Phyllis
_
Fenon Ray and Baby Boy,
JOE CON BAKER EUZASETH HARTIAAN
-illy Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.
YOU BORN TODAY—tin
ROSEMARY MURPHY
reach top-level attainment and
DISMISSALS
can become a leader in almost
502
Cooper,
Lee
Mrs. Geneva
Tar
any field you choose as a life Whitnell, Murray, Mrs. Irene
Cfros•••• 1141•••
is
Leoite
endowed Sarah Bray, Box 373, Murray,
work. The
CUR Raise
with great personal magnetism, Mrs. Louise Howe, Box 265,
b•
Mmd• br
a brilliant wit, and is delightful, Murray, Mrs. Velveteen
HAL DAY
T SACHAKACH
buoyant company when at his Burkeen, 1623 Catalina,
minus
side,
the
On
best.
Hildred
Murray, Lester
however, he is inclined to be too
I, Hazel, Bruce
Route
Paschall,
opinionated, obstinate and
Wayne Francis, Route 6,
'domineering. You MUST learn
Pamela Jean
-lip conquer such tendencies lest Murray, Mrs.
2, Benton,
Route
Warmath,
fine
traits
many
the
offset
they
which draw people to you in- Mrs. Rorrui Lee Dodson, 811
stinctively. You are unusually Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
progressive and often un- Lottie Robinson Garner, 711/
Alley conventional in your methods, Riley Ct., Murray, Meter—it
since you are likely to overturn Kline, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
- 1207 Doran .tradition and institute new Frances Elizabeth Berry,
2. Vanessa Weatherford
orders — which you always Route 3, Box 118, Clinton, Anlabel reforms. Fields in which drew Jackson (Expired), 616 *
1616 Park Lane Dr.
you could excel: Business, Broad Street, Murray.
*
journalism, sports, sculpture,
3.Tarry Gavin
the law.
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Deaths reported are Thomas Earl Morrison, age
. seven, from Rocky Mountain spotted fever, William
: E. Calhoun, age 74, Charlie G. Barton, age 73, James
! W. Glasgow, age 65, and R.B. Parker,Sr:, age 74.
Five one room schools—Edge Hill, Shady Hill,
1
-- - -- 1 Macedonia, McCuiston, and Chestnut Grove—failed
1 to open due to a shortage of teachers, according to
, P.L. Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway Schools.
Births reported include a boy to Pvt. and Mrs.
!fuel West on July 22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ortis
Key on July 25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chesley
., Wilson on July 28, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
l• David Geurin on July 22.
Miss Marion Mayfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
I Robert Mayfield, and Paul Dee Bailey, son of Mr.
, and Mrs. E.C. Bailey, were married July 16.
Sam Marr was honored with a dinner on his 86th
$
f birthday at the home of his granddaughter, Mrs.
& James Valentine and Mr. Valentine at New Concord.
rP
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The most dangerous hour for
driving an automobile is from 5
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The highest point in Florida
is near Lakewooll in northwest
Florida, where the elevation
reaches 345 feet.
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Common Problems & Worries, New
Baby Discussed For First Weeks
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(This is the sixth in a series of
eighteen articles that will inform you of and describe some
of the things about normal
babies that commonly worry
parents — telling you what to do
or not to do about them. They
should answer many of your
questions about what to except
of your new baby, and give
simple instructions about
solving problems that most
parents face during their baby's
first year of life. Articles Four,
Five and Six are written to
answer some of your questions
about problems you might
encounter with your new baby
during the first weeks he is at
home.)
Common Problems and Worries
Eyes - When he comes home
from the hospital, the baby's
eyes may have some white or
yellow discharge caused by
Irritation from the medicine
that was put in at birth. This
should clear up within 5 or 6
days and should not get much
worse at any time. If it does get
worse or lasts more than a
week, get medieol_ advice

show flattening and loss of hair
on that part of his head. This,
too, will disappear as he grows
older. None of these "abnormalities" will cause any
problems later in the child's
life.
The Umbilical Cord and the
Naval or Belly Button - The
stump of the umbilical cord,
which is cut at birth, usually
falls off by the 5th to 9th day.
The naval then often shows a
slight oozing or bleeding for a
few days. If it does,clean it once
or twice a day with soap and
water or with alcohol. Bleeding
or oozing that lasts more than
two in three days after the cord
falls off should be brought to the
attention of a doctor.

The W. G. Jones family and
friends celebrated its 53rd
reunion July 15 at Noble Park.
The original family consits of 12
children. At present there are 31
55 greatgrandchildren,
grandchildren, 63 great-greatgrandchildren and three greatgreat-great-grandchildren.
The oldest relative prerient
was 12-year-old Mrs. Lily
Hughes, and the youngest was
Ray Kiesey, one year old.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. Keith Smith.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. GWard Ross and David;
Mark Link, Jerome Mansfield,
Larry and Lori Adams, Varnie
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Butler, Lee and Cathy great,
Mr.and Mrs. Hollice Jones. Mr.
and Mrs. Bernie Chambers,
Mark and Jennifer; Mr. and
Mrs. Lee O'Donley, Brooker
O'Donley, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
O'Donley, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Throgrnorton;
Mrs. Dan Howland, Bobby
and Gaye; Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Jones and David, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Adams and David, Ceylon
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Merle
Jones and Sherman; Mrs. Alice
Penery, Mrs. Verna Jones, Mrs.
Emma Johnson, Effie Council,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hughes
and Suzi; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Rottgering and Aaron; Mr. and

Saturday, July 2$
"Indian Summer" day camp
grades three
for children,
through eight, will be held at the
Murray Middle School from
1:30 to six p.m. For information
call 753-1452, 753-8931, or 7537963.
A gospel singing will be held
at the Frank Harris Open Air
Gospel Singing Drive-in,
located six miles east of Hardin
on Highway 80, starting at eight
p.m.
Picnic for the Sunday School
of St. John's Baptist Church has.
been postponed until a later
date.
Invitational Tournament
Dance will be held at the
Murray Country Club from nine
p.m. to one a.m. for all participants and guests of the
men's invitational tournament,
members, and out of town
guests. The charge will be $7.00
per couple, the dress is casual,
and The Ironstone will play. Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Phllpott are
chairmen.

Older Brothers and Sisters Older brothers and sisters are
often jealous of the time that
you spend with a new baby. Try
to find some time to give each of
them special attention. Don't be
surprised if a child between age
Sunday,July 28
2 and 5 starts sucking his
Kingins and Shoemaker
thumb, wetting his pants, or
family reunion will be held at
asking for bottles or diapers in the recreational pavilion just
Imitation of a new baby. He is
promptly.
A basket
passing simply seeking attention. Give east of Dover, Tenn.
Head Shape
dinner will be served.
the
of
can
you
his
as
through the birth canal,
him as much
head may become molded into a attention he wants, but don't
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
peculiar shape. It will become encourage him to return to H. I. (Isaiah) Trees will honor
normal in the first several baby-like habits. A child older their parents with an open
weeks of life..
than 3-1,4 or 4 years can usually house at their home in Kirksey
d the arrival of a new in celebration of their 50th
Body fluid may accumulate understan
can help you take care wedding anniversary. All
and
baby
the
of
skin
the
of
part
under
friends and relatives are invited
scalp causing a firm, spongy of him.
to call between the hours of two
lump or "cepa". This will
1
of
ages
the
Children between
to four p.m
Blood
weeks.
few
a
in
disappear
and 3-ks years should never be
may accumulate on the surface left alone with the baby. They
Trap Shoot will be held by the
of one of the bones of the skull, are too young to understand the Calloway County Conservation
causing a soft squashy baby. They may pick him up, Club at the old Ernest Bailey
"cephalohematoma." This kind drop him,squeeze him too hard, Farm at one p.m.
of lump may take several sit on him, put dangerous things
months to disappers com- in his mouth or crib, or hurt him
Bloomfield Church Choir,
pletely. A child who slway lies with tools, utensils or furniture! Cadiz, will present a spiritual
on one side of his head may This is not because they are concert at the Kenlake Am'bad" but because they are phitheater at 7:30 p.m. There is
naturally jealous of the new no admission charge.
arrival. Give them the individual attention they need, let
Meaday, July X
them help you and the baby in
The New Country will present
whatever way they can when
a musical program at the
you are with the baby, and
at eight
THEM Kenlake Amphitheater
LEAVE
NEVER
p.m.Prof. Darrel Hayden of the
ALONE WITH THE BABY.
University of Tennessee at
Miss Leah Fulton and Terry
Martin will be the director.
wilt
ttiarriage
Ray Hart, whose
seiseeeekedreiti,
be an event of August 12, were ssesies
complimented on Sunday, July,
Tuesday, July 31
/
by Mr. & Mrs. Dan Hutson with
Indian Summer Camp for
a party on their houseboat, the
children, grades three through
"Un-Huh" on Kentucky Lake.
eight, will be held at Lynn
After an afternoon of boat
Grove School from 1:30 to six
riding, swimming and iskiiing,
p.m. For information call 753quests were served a delightful
1452, 480-2374 or 435-5203.
supper on the deck.
The Hutson family presented
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Mrs. J. B. Burliest . ,
Miss Fulton and Mr. Hart an
at the Health Center at seven
mama
isf
P.ns-isse
electric ice cream freezer as a
p.m.
orAf4f
wedding gift.
Wednesday, August 2

Bridal Couple Is
Honored At'Party
On Hutson's Boat

•
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Emmert Chiropractic Center
Now -ht Their New Office
3 Sycamore Street with New Hours

Indian Summer Camp will be
held for children, grades three
through eight, at Hazel School
from 1:30 to six p.m. For information call 753-1452, 492-8493or 753-4661.

VIE HOURS ARE:
Mon. thru Fri.9 a.m. to 12:00-2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12:00.

Phone 753-9909

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Persons may bring their own
partner or come and be paired
at the Hall.

eek Long Diy wig Specials J:
Slacks
Trousers
Plain Skirts
Sweaters

Suits
(2-Piece)

Coats
Dresses
(Plain)

89;
Maxis, Zip Linings,
Fur Trim, Pleats,
Suedes, extra.

9E0.
Big bells, pleats, maxis, suede
trim extra.
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Mrs. Doug Hughes, Mrs. Lily
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Ross, Mr and Mrs. Paul
Bennett;
Rev and Mrs. Keith Smith
and Eddie; Susan, Gerald, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Bolte, Debra,
Johnrui and Greg Stewart, Rev.
Charles Pulley Jr., Mrs. Evelyn
Donnell, Betty, Randy and Ann
Thompson, Martin Harper, Ray
Chambers, James Morris,
Ricky O'Donley, Joe Puckett,
Rev. and Mrs. Hoyt Owen, Mike
Lee, Mike Word and Onie Jones.
Out-of-town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. David Archer and
Keith, Memphis, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Joyce, Mr. and
Joyce,
Edward
Mrs.
Dycusburg; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Shepherd, Benton; Joe
/torts, St. Louis, Mo.; Wendelle
Clark, Memphis; Mr. and Mrs.
Reg Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Morrison,Shane, Cindy, Jeffory
and Roger, Benton;
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones,
Mr. arid Mrs. Jackie Jones and
Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones,
Mr. and Mrs Prentice Holland,
Charles and Joe, Murray; Mrs.
Pat Church, Stephanie and
Dennis, Chester, Ill.; Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Conn, Newt and
Lynn, Natchez, Min.; Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Leitner, Joan
Stooksbury, Mark Bright,
Harriman,Term.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Shoemaker, Marion.

Murrayans Attend
The Adams Family
Reunion Recently

Golden Wedding Anniversary

W. G. Jones Family and Friends Hold 53rd
Reunion At Bob Noble Park At Paducah

Caring For Your New Baby ...
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The home of Mr and Mrs.
Jim Adams of Hopkinsville
was the scene for the Adams
family reunion on Sunday,
July 15th. Picnic tables were
spaced throughout the yard,
surrounding the many flower
gardens.

taiw

•

Mr. and Mrs. Roland E. Goodgion
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E. Goodgion will celebrate their fiftieth
wedding anniversary with a reception at the Murray Woman's
Club House on Sunday, August 5, from two to four o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mr. Goodgion,son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goodgion, and
Mrs. Goodgion, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Dockery, were married in South Fulton, Tennessee on August 18,
1922. The marriage ceremony was performed by Squire S.A.
McDade. Mr. and Mrs. A.F. Bretton were their attendants.
They have one daughter, Miss Ernestine Goodgion,a resident of
Iowa City, Iowa.
Mr. Goodgion retired from the faculty of Murray State
University in August, 1967. He had taught school for 42 years. Both
are members of the University Church of Christ.
All friends and relatives are invited to the reception. No invitaionS ate being sent.

Leukemia threatens
her 'Love Story'
and
DEAR ABBY: I had a date with a very handsome
to hit
charming fellow nearly three years ago. We seemed
It off, but he never called me again and that was that. first
A month ago he called me out of the blue and the
kiddingly
thing be asked was, "Are you married yet?" I
me for a
said, "No, I'm still waiting for you!" He asked
date that very night. I accepted.
Well, we had a marvelous time. We danced and
. Before
laughed and talked and lust hated to say goodnight
night. In
we parted he asked if he could see me the next
Abby, I
fact, he dated me up for every night that week.
in love
fall
could
people
two
knev
never
I
heaven'
was in
so fast.
weeks,
We saw each other every night for nearly three
me and
and then came the bombshell He told me be loved
and his
would ask me to marry him, but be had leukemia
me
giving
was
he
thought
I
first
At
time was running out.
and medical
a line, but then he showed Me all the books
invited me
journals be had collected on the subject, and he
be had
said
doctor
the
and
did,
I
doctor.
his
to
to talk
didn't
He
sure.
wasn't
He
health.
of
maybe another year
know.
man, Abby
I have fallen deeply in love with this young
possible,
as
happy
as
life
his
of
rest
the
make
to
and want
now?
off
it
break
I
Should
myself?
to
but am I being fair
even tell my
Please help me. I am 25 and he is 29. I can't
BROKENHEARTED
mother.
days
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: Knowing that your
makes every day more
are numbered (areal everybody's?)
yourself were you
precious. You would be less than fair to
which I doubt. In
could,
you
Indeed
if
to break it off now.
own. Pray for a
your
enriching his life, you will etuieli
miracle, and God bless.

FBIRTHS4
PERRY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Perry
of Benton Route One announce
the bith of a baby boy, Kevin
Thomas, weighing seven
pounds ten ounces, born on
Monday, July 23, at 11:05 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
by Hal Perry Construction
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Perry and Mr. and
Mrs. Theron Erwin, all of
Benton Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Boone Lyles and Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Perry, all of
Benton Route One,Mrs. Dwican
Erwin of Hazel, and Mrs.
Genella Lawrence of Hardin.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Holliday, Janesville, Wisc.,
Mr. and Mrs. William
Clayton Adams, Jr. and
William III, Murray; Bot.,
and Debra Adams, Murray
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Reynolds, Mayfieid; Mr.
and Mrs. William Clayton
Adams, Sr., M urra y Mrs.
Bobby Henry Murray.
Mrs. Bennett Phillips and
Mike Phillips, Mayfield; Mr.
and Mrs. Alice Adams,
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Lube
Adam, Hopkinsville: Mrs. *
Nancy .Russell and sons,
Mark, Kelley and Eddie of
Mayfield; Mr and Mrs Pete
Adams and Mrs Hollis
Story, all of Mayfield
Adams,
Bobby Allen
Murray; Mrs. John O'Neal,'
San Jose, Calif.; Mrs. Mike
Adams, Carla, Lorrie, Mike,
Jr., Joselyn and Jacqueline,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams,
Hopkinsville, Cpt and Mrs
Robert McCarthy, Kim, Lyn
and Jay, Ft. Sill, Okla
Mr and Mrs James
Knight and Kim, Mr and
Mrs. Bill Weatherford arid
David, Hopkinsville, Mr
Charles
Mrs.
and
Weatherford, and Jason,
Hopkinsville; Mrs. P. R
Stewart, Forrest Park, Ill.,
Miss Katti Thorpe, and Mr
and Mrs. Jahn Adams, all of
Hopkinsville.

MA YFIELDPATIENT
Deborah Jean Higgins of
Murray Route Seven was
discharged July 19 from the
NOR WOOD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Nor- Community Hospital, Mayfield.
wood of Benton Route Four are
the parents of a baby boy,
weighing eight pounds nine
ounces, born on Tuesday, Jul,'
24, at 1:27 p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hopital.
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Their other children are
nineteen,
Belinda Creaaon, age
Keith, age fifteen, and Carolyn,
age five. The father is emplyed
at B. C. Electric, Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ii-van Norwood of Hardin
and Mr. and Mrs. Clelon Byars
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6
of Benton. A great grandmother
is Mrs. Grady Holt of Benton.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
P.M. —

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

21. We've
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are both
have one child.
we
and
years
two
nearly
for
married
been
and now
He joined the service out of fear of being drafted
he's in Germany.
men] tell me
My question: Why do men Leven married
the barracks
in
sitting
is
husband
my
think
I shouldn't
only human
every night just thinking of me? They say he is
there. They
and he is out for everything he can get over
wives.
their
on
cheat
service
the
in
guys
the
all
say
don't
Abby, this upsets me terribly. Some of these men
judgment on
even know my husband so how can they pass
TRUE BLUE WIFE
him that way?

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Our Value Navyy

suggest
DEAR WIFE: They can't. They are trying to
you would be
that If you want to cheat on your husband,
of "true
justified. Don't believe them. There are plenty
one of
be
could
husband
your
and
service,
blue" men In the
them.
DEAR ABBY' I did eornething terrible and I can't
sleep nights. I wish I were a Catholic so I could go to
confession.
I work in a department store which gives a discount to
employes for items they purchase for themselves.
I have a relative who wanted a dress for her daughter's
wedding, so I told her to come to the store, pick out a
dress, and I would say I was buying it for her as a birthday gift, and I wmild get the discount Then she could pay
me what it cost.
She came in and picked out a dress, but when my boss
rang up the sale be looked at me kind of funny, like he
knew I was lying. I am not a very good liar because I don't
lie often, and I am so embarrassed now because I am sure
be wasn't fooled.
I'm afraid he will tell the other clerks about it, and I
mat hate to go to work and face them. Please tell me how
GUILTY
to get this off my conscience.
DEAR GUILTY: Tell your boss you'd like to return the
amount of the discount. It wool be necessary to explain
further. Then you'll both feel better.
CONFIDENTIAL TO: Interested in your thoughts *a
the matter: I'm glad you asked. T• borrow a quote from
-Frank Vanderlip In The Forbes Scrapbook of Thesighis
Business of Life: •'Shate nothing is settled tintil it is
settled right, no matter how unlimited power a man may
have, unless he exercises It fairly and Justly, his medal's
sill return to plague him."

RAY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Ray of
Route Two,Puryear, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby boy,
Jayson Stencil, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, July 25, at 10:36
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
They have another son, Wade,
age 34, and one daughter,
Priscilla, age one. The father is
employed by Bullen Ray
Masonry, Puryear.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Ray of Springville,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Stencil
Ferrell of Brownsville, Tenn.

The family enjoyed the
delicious sm orgasboa rd.
Those attending were Mike
Byrn, East Detroit, Mich
Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Adams, Mt. Clemens, Mich ,
Mrs. Dana Adams Landrum.
Roseville, Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. John Prince, East
Detroit, Mich.; Mrs Joe
Sledge, Wood Dale, Ill
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Take A Boy
Squirrel Hunting

Bench I
In Reds
Atlanta

Ins N
feathers
by Jerry Allen

IMP

,4,fi0.46:W/dkh
kG32.5%24$:
heavily wooded area and
around the edges of fields or
clearing. By advancing quietly.
two or three steps at a time and
then stopping to survey the
trees in the area, the stalking
"Slow" that's the fishing
hunter may effectively cover a
scene all over Kentucky Lake
larger territory than the still
for bass. However. Barkley is
hunter. For any measure of
still producing a few off the
this
success to be attained in
stumps on jelly worms and
type hunting, the hunter must
hellbenders. Stripes are doing
move very slowly, quietly, and
good on both lakes in
extremely
observantly.
the jumps and at night The
A popular method of hunting
Little George and hump back
in many areas is with a dog. A
are taking the biggest
rebel
larger amount of territory may
stringers.
of
style
this
with
covered
be
Bream are slowing up some.
hunting than either still hunting
lots are being taken on fly
but
mixed
common
or stalking. The
rods in the willow fly hatches.
breed mongrel dog seems to be
Catfish are slowing up but can
most efficient in squirrel
be taken by trial and error
still
hunting.
of placing your lines The lakes
The best time of day tor
stand near 357 and temperature
hunting squirrels is early and
Allen Cunningham and Jim Engle hold up a morning's catch of
Ken Dean holds a string of lunkers ranging from 3 to 7', pounds.
is 84, that's hot!
morning
worm.
jelly
frosty
Mann's
clear,
a
late. Still,
stripes taken around the Egner's Ferry Bridge.
He took the hogs off the shallow stumps with
Some local fisherman are still
are
and warm fall afternoons
taking a few bass. Reid Hale
ideal. Almost without exand .Jerry McConnell took a
ception. hunting is much better
swat at the bass the other day as
when the wind is not blowing.
did Robert Lowe Jr. and Danny
Damp leaves due to a rain or
Roberts. A. D. Kelly' took five
heavy dew are desirable
bass on Mann's jelly worm
because they lessen the noise
while Jim \Imond was out
made by the hunter's feet.
catching stripes in the mouth of
.22 caliber rifle and all
The
The best areas for hunting are the various guages of shotguns
Blood River. W. L. Stevenson
patches Of hardwoods that may
and his son. John. took 24
are used for squirrel hunting
be used by squirrels for feeding
crappie. some catfish and a
The 22 rifle is regarded by
stations, den trees, and nesting
mess of stripes out of Blood
many hunters as the more
sites. Fence rows are excellent
River. Tony Stout took a .11 lb.
sporting weapon to use. The use
if a stand of mature timber lies
oz carp Tuesday while fishing
mounted .22 will
scope
a
of
adjactnt to a field of corn. Gray
with fish guts on Kentucky
provide a maximum of sport as
squirrels prefer .the hardwood
Lake
well as a full bag if the hunter is
forest of the valleys while the
Ken Dean and \l Kipp took
Practically all of the
skillful
fox squirrel will be found in
about 30 stripes and a lb bass
shotguns are adequate with
timbered areas with many
while trolling just the other day.
field loads of no .6 shot.
openings especially in pecan
Doc Milar took some crappie
Drab colored or camouflage
orchards.
while night fishing out of Irvin
type clothing makes the hunter
There are several methods of
Tom EarCobb Resort
mutt less noticeable when in
hunting Mr. Bushytail that may
nestburger has been at the bass
woods. Waterproof boots
the
be used succestfully. To still
and stripes recently as has
will add greatly to the comfort
hunt, the hunter must locate a
Steve Earnestburger. Hugh
the hunter if wet weather is
of
tree or group of trees that is
Hurt has been getting his share
prevailing.
being used for a feeding area or
One of the great values of
of bream on the fly rodd lately.
as a den. He must then conceal
squirrel hunting is the opRodney Lowe took five bass
himself and remain very still
while fishing Blood River last
it presents to be in the
portunity
until the squirrels appear
week ,krid Pat Scott is still
field and observe the beauty of
Several squirrels may be taken
nature. Do you remember when
the
if
area
from one tree or one
you went squirrel hunting as a
hunter will wait until he feels
and your Dad would shake a
boy
that the action is all over before
bush so that you could have a
picking up his kill.
chance for a shot? Take your
Jim Smith and Jerry Herrin display a string of lunkers taken a
Stalk hunting is probably the
boy
squirrel hunting, and
Jim Smith displays two lunkers, a 7],-pound and a 4-pound bass
while bark on cordel worms.
sportiest method of all to use.
bush for
a
to
shake
remember
taken on porde] worms in the shallows.
Stalking may be done in a
him.

Can you believe its less than
three weeks, August 18, until
squirrel season rolls around
again? It's time to start
scouting those bushy tails in
Land Between The Lakes. The
nut crop is right this year. so
squirrel hunting should offer a
lot of fun for youngsters and
oldsters alike
Fall is for bushytails, and for
boys to go to the squirrel woods,
and for men to pretend for a
while that their youth has
returned as they too go hunting
Mr Squirrel
Most present day forest
management does not provide
the practices that are most
beneficial to the squirrel Mast
producing hardwoods such as
oak and hickory are the key to
an abundance of bushytails.
Hollow trees. when present.
serve as veritable squirrel
factories. ,k11 too often neither
the mast producing hardwoods
nor the hollow trees are spared
on areas of intensely managed
forestlands. The territory for
good squirrel hunting has thus
become limited.
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Sportsman's Notebook
catching those pond bass.
The Zorro aggravator has
been producing some good bass
for local bass men. They're
working it slow off the ledges.
With squirrel season coming
up real soon, be sure to stop by
Land Between The Lakes information trailer and get your
small game permit. While
you're at it you might as well
pick up yoTu'rpow deer permit

and a set of regulations for the
coming seasons.
n.e
There s a total'
organization for deer hunter!.
called Deer Sportsmen of
that you local
\merica
sportsmen will no doubt be
interested in It began in
Florida in .January had has
grown to over 11.000 member,
with chapters and advisors in
every state including Kentucky
Such famous outdoor writers as
Col. Dave- Harbor. Russell
Tinsley and many others are on
the board of advisors. The plan
of Deer Sportsmen of America
is to preserve the sport of deer
hunting for all. Through its
individual state poacher control
national
and
program
recognition of area hunters the
sport may live for future
generations. Deer Sportsmen of
America is backed and aided by
the National Rifle Acsociation
and other leading outdoor
sportsmen groups. If you want
to know more about Deer
Sportsmen of America and sort
a local chapter for desehunters,
bow as well as gun, then contact
Jerry Allen at 753-3570 between
9 di 10 p.m. any night. Keep
the Sportsmen
watching
Notebook for the first meeting
and location. Plans are for a
meeting in September.

Al's Tips

Don Rye holds two nice bass as he moves on to fish another spot.

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
If you're a hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

Fenton 8 Hodge

1. To troll steadily at the
depth from which you hooked
your first fish of the day,. tie a
line holding a two-ounce sinker
to the stern of your boat. The
sinker should hold six to eight
inches underwater Observe
carefully the angle of the line
holding the sinker when you get
the first strike. Keep the sinker
at exactly the same angle later
you'll be trolling the lure right
where you want it.
2. 1 good bait for catfish can
be created from a hunk of wellaged Limburger cheese. Mix
the cheese with a little flour.
Then work a cotton ball into the
flour-cheese mixture. Hook this
wad and, if you can stand the
smell, you're nearly certain to
score.
3. Mix a few minces of red
bedding The wigglers will, in a
few days, develop a harmless
rich red cutor that will make
them more attractive to fish

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the' Action is!

753-4.169
205 So. 5th
George Hodge, owner

Dura Craft §Quachita gAlumicraft
§Sturdy ouo-Craft

Be careful with fire:
There are babes
in the woods.

Cornpiiita Boating Supplies

753-3734

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.
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FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

WARD - ELKINS
it,/„., •

'
• J-1

•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
40•0"1""—
•Fishing Equipment
joior
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571'

All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Guns

Check Big K For...,

Cain & Treas

Hunting & Fishing

Motor Sales

Licenses

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
24 Hr. Wrecker Service

CHRYSLER
memos communai

TAYLOR
MOTORS

753-3134

By DAVE GQLE
Associated Press

CHICAGO (API agreed that this wa
the College All-Star
of talent and a lot o
But the scoreboarx
the usual results.
"Give me this te
franchise in Seattl
take it from there,"
ern California's Jo
after his All-Stars
Miami Dolphins 1
night after outplayii
a good portion of th,
"I thought they
ceedingly well," Si
coach Don Shula. '
well-prepared and
strong offensively
sively."
Nonetheless, it w,
straight year the
champions beat U
and the series now
for the pros, nine f
gians and two ties.
The Dolphins to(
ing kickoff and mo,
for a quick score,
Csonka diving ovo
two. But the All-Sti
for the middle twi
the punting of F
Southern Missis
Miami pinned in its
ry

Shells

5 a.rf

Remington -Federal
Winchester

5 a.m.

Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
•TRompt. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
14430R RUSINEss"

HUTSON
I.

Call Any Time

753-1933
rtiliZer--

TI ANSPORTATION OMR"
MONT 713-1572

Dolphi

Off -4

Alb•ronos
"WEST KENTUCKY'S ,

Angeles Dodgers 5-2
Diego Padres trinunt
Francisco Giants 64
Montreal Expos ran]
the Philadelphia Pt
In the American
Minnesota trounced 0
Kansas City edged(

Winchester

sansok,
ALLI5140011210 INALIR.0

blithe Chicago Cute
Houston Astros stopp

Irvin

Remington -Browning

Jeep Puts
You There!

American Motors Dealer
753-6448
806 Coldwater Road

Sales
Service -Parts

Johnson
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By HERSCHEL NIS
Associated Press Spa
Cincinnati pitcher
lingham has a John
doll. Billingham just
up when he's due to
mound and it hits ho
drives in runs like t
going out of style.
"I don't know what
going, but I hope he
up," Billingham sai
after Bench knocked i
home with a pair
and a bases-loaded w
Reds! 12-2 rout of th
Braves.
With Bench doing
Billingharn, the only
I.eaguer who made th
team but didn't get
game, scattered fivt
his 15th victory, t
Francisco's Ron Brys
league lead.
Bench has slugged
20 homers and picket
his 77 RBI in games E
has started. He is bs
243 over-all, but .337
lingham on the ma
year, 15 of his league.
home runs came wit
ham pitching.
Elsewhere, the N
Mets slowed down the
Cardinals 2-1 behind
vet, the Pittsburgh P

Win

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

1301 Chestnut
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lncated W. Railroad Avenue

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
-

r

• IN SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING —COMM!
•No Entry Fee! *Vries Cileref
ittiotsuncas
111.1111 Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday
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Bench Drives In Six
In Reds' Rout Of
Atlanta Friday Night
By HERSCHEL NLS'SENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Cincinnati pitcher Jack Billingham has a Johnny Bench
doll. Billingham just winds it
up when he's due to take the
mound and it hits homers and
drives in runs like they were
going out of style.
"I don't know what we have
going, but I hope he keeps it
up." Billingham said Friday
after Bench knocked in six runs
home with a pair of homers
and a bases-loaded walk in the
Reds! 12.2"..." of the Atlanta
Braves
With Bench doing his thing,
Billingham, the only National
Leaguer who made the All-Star
team but didn't get into the
game, scattered five hits for
his 15th victory, tying San
Francisco's Ron Bryant for the
league lead.
Bench has slugged six of his
20 homers and picked up 25 of
his 77 RBI in games Billingham
has started. He is batting just
243 over-all, but .337 with Bilhngham on the mound. Last
year, 15 of his league-leading 40
home runs came with Billingham pitching.
Elsewhere, the New York
Mets slowed down the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-1 behind Tom Seaver, the Pittsburgh Pirates outhit the Chicago Cubs 10-6, the
Houston Astros stopped the Los
Angeles Dodgers 5-2, the San
Diego Padres trimmed the San
Francisco Giants 6-2 and the
Montreal Expos rallied to nip
the Philadelphia Phillies 5-4.
In the American League,
Minnesota trounced Oakland 82,
Kansas City edged Chicago 21

in 10 innings, New York shaded
Milwaukee 7-6, Baltimore took
two from Cleveland 9-0 and 5-2,
Detroit downed Boston 4-2 and
Texas beat California 5-2,
Rusty Staub's two-out double
on a 3-0 pitch snapped a tie in
the sixth inning. Staub's drive
off loser Rick Wise was gloved
against the right field wall by
Bernie Carbo, but he dropped it
as he hit the fence.
St. Louis, which retained its
1'2-game lead over the Cubs in
the East Division despite the
defeat, took a 1-0 lead against
Seaver, 12-5, in the first inning.
John Milner's 15th home run in
the fifth tied the score.
A two-run homer by Richie
Zisk and two-run singles by Al
Oliver and Manny Sanguillen
highlighted a 21-hit Pirate attack against the slumping
Cubs.
The Cubs, who led the division from May 9-July 22, have
lost 17 of their 23 games this
month.
Roger Metzger's two-out
triple capped a three-run fifth
inning as Houston came from
behind to cut the Dodgers' lead
in the NI, West to five games
over the Reds.
Dave Roberts' tie-breaking
single off Juan Marichal highlighted a two-run sixth inning
that enabled the Padres to end
a seven-game losing streak and
snap the Giants' six-game winning streak. Bill Greif hurled a
five-hitter.
Roberts also started a threerun ninth inning with a single.
Mike .Jorgensen's two-run
triple capped a three-run ninthinning rally for Montreal.
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Palmer Pitches Baltimore To
9-0 Romp Over Cleveland Team
single by Hal
By HAI. BOCK
behind late to overtake the bled and a pinch
McRae scored pinch runner
Associated Press Sports Writer White Sox
run. Then
Chicago was leading 1-0 until Taylor with the tying
Jim Palmer is getting closer
Patek
Freddie
10th,
the
in
douand so are the Kansas City the ninth John Mayberry
walked, stole second and raced
Royals.
home on Taylor's two-out
Baltimore's Palmer nearly
single.
had the second no-hitter of his
Roy White tripled and then
baseball career for the third
home on Ron Blomtrotted
night.
Friday
time this season
ing single in the
tie-break
berg's
George Hendrick's leadoff
eighth inning, lifting New York
single in the eighth inning was
past Milwaukee.
the only hit Cleveland managed
New York twice wiped out
against the Orioles' ace with
HAYWOOD, Calif. (API - three-run Milwaukee leads in
Palmer pitching Baltimore to a
and reliever
'9-0 romp over Cleveland in the George Foreman, despite the the early innings
the vicearned
McDaniel
n
appearLindy
exhibitio
of
series
ader
front half of a doublehe
be- tory, allowing just two hits in r;
sweep. The Birds took the sec- ances he has made since
ond game 5-2 and moved to coming heavyweight champion 2-3 innings.
within 1 1,1 games of the first of the world, says the last six
Minnesota erupted for seven
place New York Yankees in the months have been a complete runs in the first inning, three of
layoff from boxing.
.American League East.
them on catcher George Mater"I have to start off like I
In the west, Kansas City
wald's 14th homer of the seaall.
at
training
in
been
came from behind to tie the haven't
son
just finfor the Murray swimming score in the last of the ninth I can't start like I've
TOP SWIMMERS: Nine id the 19 top point-getters during the past season
Detroit's Al Kaline drove in
across ished with Joe Frazier. This is
pushed
down
then
and
rang
inning
which
meet
ad
Inter-squ
an
following
Thursday
team are shown at the Oohs Country Club
a whole new game" he said three runs with a single and his
TayCarl
on
run
Shroat,
winning
Charlotte
the
Ray,
Robyn
right:
to
the curtain on their 1973 schedule. They are: Front row, left
fifth homer of the season That
Tyler Seale, Mark Peebles, lor's single in the 10th to beat Friday .
Martha Lyle Pitman and Kelly Ford. Back row, left to right: Jay Pitman,
Then, with about 200 Boys pushed his career total to an
victory edged
78
The
with
2-1.
ter
Chicago
point-get
ce
ninth-pla
the
Henry,
Debbie
Littleton.
Michelle Richardson and Mary Ann
the Royals to within one-half Club members and other even 1,500 RBIs
points during the season, was not present for the picture.
spectators cheering, he stepped
game of first place Oakland.
Texas stretched its longest
into the ring for the first sparFriday,
games
In other AL
streak in two seasons
winning
his
for
training
of
session
ring
the Yankees rallied twice to
to six games with i oni Grieve's
overtake Milwaukee 7-6, Min- first title defense. scheduled three-run homer proving decinesota beat Oakland 8-2, Texas Sept. 1 in Tokyo against Puerto sive.
tripped California 5-2 and De- Rican .Joe Roman
troit defeated Boston 4-2. In •
the National League, New York
shaded St. Louis 2-1, Pittsburgh
defeated Chicago 106, CincinDuring the season, the team nati defeated Atlanta 12-2.
Charlotte Shroat and Kelly earned on the basis of her
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
won two dual meets and a Houston beat Los Angeles 5-2,
Ford walked off with the top finished individual and team
SERVICES. INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING
finished
meet,
ar
triangul
Montreal Wiped Philadelphia 5honors Thursday evening as the competitions.
and
meet
r
second in a triangula
2 and San Mao beat San FranMurray swim team wound up ,Kelly. the daughter of Mr. and
third,fourth and fifth in cisco 6-2.
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
its season with an inter-squad Mrs. Wally Ford, 1706 Magnolia finished
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
order in three invitational
Palmer had a string of 5 1-3
meet and a potluck supper at Drive, came away with her that
G AND
PRINTIN
meets.
awards—
four
with
a
laden
in
arms
snapped
Ready Copy Only.
innings
Camera
hitless
the Oaks Country Club.
Made up of youngsters whose game against Chicago July 14
Charlotte, eight-year-old the most improved swimmer
DUPL ICATING
the parents are members of the and on June 16, he retired the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- from last year's team, ter
point-get
place
seventhcity's two country clubs, the first 25 batters he faced before
Meadow
600
ward M. Shroat,
team's award, a plaque denoting team was coached by Dr Jack surrendering a couple hits
the
Lane, was
n to practice and a Baker of the Murray State against Texas in the ninth.
"Swimmer of the Year" and its dedicatio
trophy.
tion
participa
University faculty, and Kim
sixDesignated hitter Tommy
its
during
top point-getter
was the second Battle.
Ray
Robyn
Davis gave Palmer plenty of
meet season with 127 points,
top point-getter on the team,
batting support in the opener,
winding up with 125 points, only
driving in five Oriole runs with
HORSE RACING
two shy of Charlotte's winning
double.
OCEANPORT, N.Y. — Popu- two singles and a
total. Jay Pitman was next with
Andy Etgame,
second
the
In
a
pelted
$4,
lar Mister Dix,
108, followed by Tyler Seale
three-run
a
boomed
n
chebarre
wire-to-wire victory in the $15,with 100 and Martha Lyle
Cleveland reliever
000 feature at Monmouth Park. double and
Putman with an even 100.
contributed a
Johnson
Jerry
Cup,
A
Raise
—
NEW YORK
5044 MAIN STREET -- N-SONE 753-4462
error.
throwing
two-run
in
finished
Mary Ann Littleton
$2.60, scored a 14-length victoneat
a
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
pitched
Busby
Steve
6th place with 99 points, two ry in the $28,000 Tremont
•
and KC came from
hitter
fourand
Ford,
Kelly
of
ahead
Aqueduct
at
Stakes
there with them," said John
with
Mark
Peebles
by
Matuszak of Tampa, the nutn- followed
Debbie Henry with 78 and
ber one choice in last year's 82,
Richardson with 72.
Michelle
draft. "They have the experience and that made the difThe second 10 top pointference."
getters were in the following
"They didn't hit any harder order: Rhonda Garland, 65;
than they do in college," said Gene Parker, 62; Nick Hibbard,
Rich Glover of Nebraska, cho- 61; Don Henry, 59; Susan
sen as the nation's best colle- Stripling, 57; Brad Boone and
giate lineman last year. "Give Clay Furches, 55; Doug Henry,
us another week now and I'd 54, ; Ashley Smock, 53, and
say we could beat them."
Kevin Ray, 51.

Foreman Begins
Training For
Roman Fight

Charlotte Shroat, Kelly Ford
Take Top Honors On Swim Team

Fast Print Copy Center

Dolphins ake Hard-Fought
Win Over Collegiate Stars

Guy kicked a field goal to
By DAVE GQLDBERG
half after
Aisociated Presif Sports Writer make it 7-3 at the
Brigham
of
Howard
Paul
guard
CHICAGO ( AP) — Everyone
at the
agreed that this was the year Young jumped offside
a touchthe College All-Stars had a lot six-inch line to nullify
Earl Morof talent and a lot of coaching. down. Then veteran
ack
But the scoreboard reflected rell, inserted at quarterb
for Bob Griese, ignited a drive
the usual results.
rd
"Give me this team and a that resulted in a seven-ya
early
Csonka
for
run
n
touchdow
I'll
franchise in Seattle and
take it from there," said South- in the fourth quarter.
"We didn't really put on a
ern California's John McKay
performance," said
good
the
to
after his All-Stars lost
no comMiami Dolphins 14-3 Friday C,sonka. "There's
the condition
with
parison
for
them
g
outplayin
after
night
you're in now and the condition Canadian Open
a good portion of the game.
in the season
"I thought they played ex- you're in later
team, but to
good
a
were
They
Dolphin
said
well,"
ceedingly
could have
we
honest,
be
were
"They
coach Don Shute.
better."
well-prepared and they were played a lot
"They certainly looked like
strong offensively and defenknew what they were
they
sively."
"For a
Nonetheless, it was the tenth doing," Shula said.
that just got together,
straight year the pro football team
-.very well."
champions beat the All-Stars they played
MONTREAL ( AP) -- Hubert
who
Guy,
out
singled
Shula
and the series now stands at 29
admitted he was a little
Green
averan
for
times
nine
for the pros, nine for the colle- punted
to be sharing the
surprised
ack
age of 44.1 yards; quarterb
gians and two ties.
lead. Forrest Fezler didn't say
State
Louisiana
of
Jones
Bert
The Dolphins took the open, but looked puzzled
completed 9 of 17 passes, anything
ing kickoff and moved 60 yards who
all
the attention he was
about
tight
Charles Young, USC's
for a quick score, with Larry and
getting
the
for
play
will
who
end,
Csonka diving over from the
The two long shots managed
hia Eagles. "He's gotwo. But the All-Stars took over Philadelp
just one under par, but it
71s,
great
a
to rake the Eagles
for the middle two periods as ing
was good enough to stand lip
said.
Shula
pro."
the punting of Ray Guy of
round lead FriAll-Stars, for their part, for the second
Southern Mississippi kept. The
Canadian
$175,000
the
in
day
ready for a rematch.
Miami pinned in its own territo- were
ent as gusty
lly we were right Open Golf Tournam
"Physica
ry.
winds and a wet and soggy
course sent some of the game's
great names packing
"The wind was stronger, the

Long-Mots Share
First Round Lead

Irvin Cobb Resort
Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811
5 a.m.-9 p.m. — Mon.-Thurs.
5 alti.-10 p.m. — Fri., Sat., Sun.

Catfish Dinners
We Also Have

e Chicken' v Steaks
v Country Ham,.-etc.

grass was higher The sand
was deeper. The water was
colder I just had a helluva
day," summarized first round
leader Hale Irwin, who blew 10
strokes higher in the windblown
second round.
Green, the current Tallahassee Open champ, and the
youthful Fezler made the best
of the adverse conditions with
138 totals, six under par on the
6,905-yard Richelieu Valley Golf
Club course.
Mud-spattered Bobby Mitchelk.who had to stand in casual water' for his second shot
and in a creek for his third,
had the lead until he made
triple-bogey seven on the troublesome 18th hole and finished
with a 70-139.
Then came Irwin, who went
from a 65 to 75 and a tie at 140
with British Open champion
Weiskopf. Weiskopf had a
Tom
KANSAS CITY AP i — Chisaid 'I just played bad."
and
73
cago White Sox manager Chuck
Leading second-round scores:
he
night
Friday
Tanner said
67-71-138
Forrest Fezler
has "nothing but the best" to
67-71-138
Green
Hubert
say about Stu Holcomb, who
69-70-139
Mitchell
Bobby
cited differences with Tanner's
65-75-140
Irwin
Hale
personnel decisions Friday in
67-73-140
Weiskopf
Tom
resigning as the team's general
70-71-141
Jim Ferriell
manager.
68-73-141
Lunn
Bob
"I don't quite understand
70-71-141
Paul Moran
what he means about differ70-71-141
Chuck Courtney
on
decisions
my
with
ences
72-60-141
Schlee
John
players." Tanner said. "Every
72-69-141
n
Crainpto
Bruce
manager has to make his own
Lee Trevino 68-73- -141
."
decisions
Holcomb hired Tanner in
TENNIS
1970. "There were never any
WOODS, N.H —
N
BRETTO
the
first
during
asked
questions
of India upset
Anwitraj
Vijal
two years," Tanner said.
Laver of Aus-ed
Rod
top-rank
"I had to take the best 5
6-7, 7-6, 6-4 and advanced
tralia
me
after
with
north
players
to the semifinals in the 825,000
spring training." he added,
onal Tennis
"And we went north with the Volvo Internati
Tournament
best 25"

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

announces GM's new Love Seats
for those you wantto protect

Infant Love Seat

Because we're all concerned with protecting
the young child and infant, who are particularly vulnerable in accidents or sudden
stops, we take great pride in being able to
offer two new car seats developed especially
for the small fry.
They're called Love Seats, and they're
designed to be used in conjunction with your
car's seat belts. They fit most automobiles
built in the U.S.-1968 through 1973.
For children who weigh less than 40
pounds, and who are less than 40 inches tall,
there's the Child Love Seat. It's made to protect the child while giving him freedom of
movement for his arms and legs. The seat
even boosts the young traveler to window
height so he can get a better view of the exciting world around him.
There's the Infant Love Seat for babies
under 20 pounds. It has adjustable shoulder
straps that gently support the infant within
the protective contours. The inclined surface

Holcomb Resigns
As General Manager
Of White Sox Team

provides added support for the head and the
'back. And the "facing-the-rear" position
gives an added measure of protection.
GM Love Seats are a snap to use. They're
made of lightweight, high-impact polypropylene padded with urethane foam. They're portable and can be conveniently stored in the
trunk.
But most important, they're the result of
years of testing by GM safety engineers and
they comply with applicable Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards.
If you have a child or grandchild you want
to protect, please stop by and let us help you.
Besides getting a GM Love Seat, you'll be
getting peace of mind.

GM
Ch110 Love Sest

PARTS DEPARTMENT

,inc
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETPhone
753-2617

South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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IT'S EASY•
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

ACROSS
Canines
5 Paddies
9 Set
11 E ntereo in a
catWogue
13 Preposition
14 unproductive
18 Symbol tor
mcsei
17 Falsehood
19 Junctures
20 Otstruct
21 Erase tprint,nsi
23 Greek
letter
24 Obtains
25 Secluded
valleys
27 Brief
29 Mans
bcknarne
.
30 15mt of Por: tuguese currency
di Lawful
3;3 Crown
36 Evergreen
Ire*
* Greek
" letter
*I Gull-like
, bird
40 Unit of
Siamese Currency
of
Tusk
41
elephant
, Theater sidn
0
(abbr.')
Pronoun
StriCter
PrepoSition
-88 Piece of cord,
respondence

Res,sted attempts at
2 ConiunCtIon
3 Ere.stee men
lcolicio
4 Places
5 Lubricates
6 Ibsen
character
7 Football posihori labbr
8 Lawmaking
body
9 Traded for
money
10 Leaks through
11 Boundary
12 Obscures
15 Ethiopian title
la IngreclieM
20 Covets
22 Encomium
24 Mame.
26 lAeaclow

Moms to Yestorosy s P‘alse

HOUMM
MOMMU
ONMOOM OMODOD
00 oomommn 0171
nor, MOM DOD
MPG QUM OZDA
1210E000 OU00
MOO IMMO

own °MOOG
WOO Ellia MGM
OFIEJ Friona nmo
mu onmongn na
nnoonu 31110tKRB
PUUDO
UMW40

28 Sitkworm
31 Stretcher
32 Lifting
device
33 Mountain
lakes
34 Come on the
scene
35 Bucket
37 Rocky
hill

39 Not on*
41 Roman
road
42 Shout
45 Music: as written
46 Female rull
49 Symbol for
tellUf him
51 Printer
measure

.50 Part or
• " jacket
•ths Hind patt
‘634./naapirStrkd
teer. by Lofted Feature Syndica e, or,

510r CALLING
ME '5IR: ANC,
BELT ONE!

I DONT
UNOER5TAND

Clock Repairers Have
Unusual Work Hazards
peep all they want."
By JAMES F. DONOHUE
The Archambaults make
Associated Press Writer
WALTHAM, Mass. ( AP) - service calls throughout the reThe Archambaults are in a line gion at prices ranging from $30
of work that has unusual haz- for a simple inspection to more
ards: bees, hornets, bats, pi- than 91,000 for conversion of a
geons and over-protective mechanical clock to an electric
clock.
mother starlings.
Since no one is manufacThey repair and maintain
turing mechanical tower clocks
tower clocks in New England.
Archambaults-father any more, the Archambaults
The
Edward, 66, and son William, maintain their own machine
41-operate Tower Clock Spe- shop to make parts they can no
cialists in Waltham, a two-man longer buy.
Most of the clocks they servcompany set up to service New
England's approximately 800 ice are 35 to 120 years old, William said. The oldest is the 212tower clocks.
"I wouldn't call it a don- year-old clock at the old South
gerous, profession, but there are Meeting House in Boston.
"It's still in its original condisome hazards," William said.
"I've been attacked by a tion and it's still operating,"
starling that was protecting her William said. "It's a beautiful
nest. And then there are pi- thing. The gears are made of
geons. They're a special men- a wood because they didn't
ace, especially for clocks. The know:bow to machine cut metal
pigeon white mixes vrith the in time days."
The Archambaults are not
clock oil. One pigeon can ruin a
WOW about running out of
clock."
"And bats," add Edward. bushoss.
"What many people don't
"There are not as many as
there used to be in the old know is that these clocks are
days, but they're there. You made to last," William said.
have to ignizrethem. I mean, if "Most will last 500 years. In
there's a bunch of bats there, most cases, they'll outlive the
you walk right in and let them buildings they're in."

HERE, Yakt. DO BETTER
V5IN6 A BAT...

WHY DO THEY MAKE'THE

HANDLE5 50 1316,51R?

EXPRE55045,

- JIdk
4144,
BLONDIE

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

7534916

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
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Call
753-19

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

94erfeetalleM0

Here's your
work. If you
immediate o
Center.
heavy equipn
equipment o
general Willi
maintenance
academic ins
attendants-a
Excellent b
Apply at ;
Center, Morg
An equal oi

riser!

THE

DOCTOR

SPECIALIST IN THE CARE OF VW CARS
TUNE-UPS AND ENGINE WORK A SPECIALTY

No. 4th St. at Pine-Murray,Ky. 42021
HOPE PHONE
75343046

DON PAGE
753 0223

We Sharpen Scissors, Shears
& Pinking Shears
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
WE OFFER COMPLETE SERVICE

This is an exterior view of a three bedroom brick plus
study two baths, kitchen with oven built in brick wall,
family room with fireplace, recreation room, (15 X 35),
with fireplace; split bath with marble vanity, workshop,
utility, located outside of city. To get the complete view,
call Loretta, Wayne, Bill or Don. at:

Individual &Commercial Work Also
Wu HostN•LiCKLit R.B.
PHONE 753.9067

R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TTC
7
7201.

Member of Multiple Listing

a00 WALNUT •TRIECT
MURRAY. KY. 45071

Phone 753-3243
Residence Phones
Wayne Wilson-753-5084
Loretta Jobs-7534079
Don Namy-753-9912
Bill Adam-753-5657

292 S. 4th

WASHING. ExWINDOW
perienced. Very reasonable
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
AugustlIC
Thompson.

GIVEI1111A-CALL
WE HAVE ALL TYPES OFPROPERTY

THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
WILL DO trash and brush stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
TFC
753-6130.
753-8240.
August24C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

H4

Wilson Real Estate

- ALL WORK GUARANTEED -

FOR RENT

HEARING

BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp
Street. Ready for quality home.
Phone(606)549-2494. August27NC

LAKE FRONT two bedroom
house, furnished, $90.00 per
month. Available August 10.
Phone 753-2250 after 4:00
p.m
A3C

Aluminum
Siding

•

Phone 498-8886

BEATLE BAILEY
EVERY TIME YOU 6€T
A CRAVIN19 FOR FOOD
YOLI DIAL A NUMBER
AND Ti-IE VOICE TALK5
You OUT OF EATON&

NOW
15 IT
WORKit-i&

WELL, AAV DIALiNe FINGER
15 GETTING A LOT TI-IINNER

44
,

p0

.410,--,

NANCY

WHAT
DI D
YOU
WIN ?

1\04

is

1

•

LIU ABNER

ALSO NEED
PART TIME
WORKING CC

WANTED EXI
sewing machine
evening shift, 4:00
apply to Sager
poration, 415 Sol
Murray, between
p.m.

•

I

THE PHANTOM

YOUNG MAN
AND KITCH1
PR EFERREE
PERSON Wit.)
FAST ADV AN
AND HAVE GI

Colonia

ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large ,
HAVING
kitchen and living area, breakPROBLEM?
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
fast bar, fireplace, central heat
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
and air, boat dock, large patio
For free bearing test and
August7C
A3C
Phone 753-8346.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574.
consultation call 7534632.
two bedrooms, air conditioned.
Married couples preferred. 406 COTTAGE IN woods, near lake
WILL KEEP elderly person In
our home.See Mr. and Mrs. M.F. TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- North 8th Street, Phone 753'and Moore's Resort. Fireplace,
J31P deck, two bedrooms, large
Henson,206 Elm Street. JIIINC Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, 4607.
-paneled living room, dining
Tennessee, will build complete
DRESS MAKING and Mietilitions ,fireplaces, starting at only FOUR ROOM apartment, un- room, kitchen. 623 1Cnottingham
in my home.Phone 434Shores,
Sherwood
$695.00. Selection of stones furnished, 505 Vine. Phone 753- Drive,
J31C Gilbertsville, Ky., Route 1
Asigast21C available. Satisfaction 4645.
5625.
42044.
guaranteed. Phone 901-593J28P
TFC TWO BEDROOM furnished
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & =4.
cottage on Kentucky LakeElectric Complete pump repair
FOR SALE
service. Let us check your' old TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- private bay. By week through
pump for you before you buy a Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, August. Boat slip or free anchor 2 bedroom Mobile Horne 8 X 42
Large Lot Only $4,000
new one. 24 hour emergency Tennessee will do your stone Included. Phase 4364459 after
LILE REAL ESTATE
J31P
work. Large selections of stone. 7:00p.m.
aervice. Phone 753AUCTION
August21C /phone 901493-3534.
TFC
AURORA.. KY. 474-2717
*43.
FURNISHED APARTMENTIt
attractive. Near campus. Couple
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking
preferred. $85.00 per month. No $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
and
dirt
fill
gravel,
also bank
children and no pets. Phone 753- month will buy a large wooded lot
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
1817.
J31C at Keniana Shores. Lake accessTFC
54-816l, after 5:00 p.m.
central water-all weather
NICE ONE bedroom furnished streets. Phone 436-2473 or 4.36CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
August9NC
aprtment, air conditioned, all 5320.
If you spent your vacatioa
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
electric. Adjacent to university
painting the woodwork and
TFC
Master 489-2504.
windows on your brick
campus. Couples only. Phone 753- THREE BEDROOM brick, two
A2C baths, trees, landscaped, central
home, we can completely
3805.
PEST CONTROL
heat and air, fenced yard. Occover all wood with
tober
occupancy. Call 753never
to
aluminum
that
has
unbrick,
THREE
BEDROOM
FOR THE best in pest control,
July28C
be painted. It has a 36 year
furnished 242 Covey Drive. 8416.
service and termite control call
guarantee. We sell and
$150.00 per month. Family only.
Superior Exterminating Cominstall all types of siding.
LARGE RESIDENTIAL or
Phone 753-0312 after 4:00 p.m.
l'EC
pany,733-7266.
J30C
commercial lot on Keniana
Drive. also lake view lots. Phone
J31P
LARGE BRICK ranch home, 436-5582.
After 6:00 p.m.
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
in
wall to wall carpeting, drapes, LAKEVIEW-DUPLEX
* FREE ESTIMATE * 14
blocks from campus. At- Keruana Shores, extra large lot.
;11.
"
J31P
t
tractive terms available to Phone 436-5582.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest couple who will manage six
Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South rental rooms in rear of building
13th Street, "Every day you 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436TWO BEDROOM home on landAugust9C
5479.
delay lets bugs have their
scaped lot. Built-in appliances,
way"
TFC
some carpet. carport, lots of
t 8
TWO BEDROOM brick home, storage, small work shop,
kIs
and electric
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. carpet, drapes, built-in oven
heat and air conditioned.
Know someone
and city
Phone 753.8337,for ap
Houses trimmed-cabinets- range. Attached garage
water. Nice country home with pointment.
J30C
wholt.soon
formica topOoors-rimodeling
for couple only. Located 9
garden
ENE
specialist. Quality workmanship.
north of Murray on Highcelebrate a
is
Phone 7534790.
A ugustl 1 NC miles
BY OWNER or will trade for
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone farm-three bedroom newly
birthday?
436-5479.
August9C decorated brick home with
-Papering -Painting
garage at 323 Woocilawn, Phone
-Carivasing
J30C
ONE BEDROOM furnished 753-4381.
FREE ESTIMATES
apartment with utlitiy closet and
tI
Bill Houghton
screened in back porch. COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
8 Send them greetings:
753406I
Available August 4. Couples only. fireplugs. Extra large. High and
J30C dry after rains. 0500.00. Phone
Phone 753-6524.
!N; with a Happy Ad in !:.!
August6C
Sam Harris 753-8061
FOR ALL your additions,
our Classified Sec*Oi remodeling,
residential or ENJOY COUNTRY living in an
E.Olk_RENT
commercial. New or old. Free air conditioned, three bedroom
s
s
TFC 1% bath mobile home. Located
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Alli.
SPACE. Opening new
Just call
about 4 miles from Murray, on TRAILER
21r4 miles east of
court
trailer
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. the Lynn Grove Highway on large
753-1916
TFC private lot. Renter must be able Murray on Highway 94. Phone
Phone Paris,642-6551.
A
J28C
to maintain yard. Home also has 753-2377.
to place your adis;
a(
REFINISHING
JERRY'S
double carport, utility room, and
Built Furniture, 6 miles storage room. Water is furnished.
4 Custom
W.
FOR RENT
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. For more information phone 753imf The Ledger its; -Jerry McCoy, Owner (502) 492- 7791 References
Private rooms for girls
required. J30C
Private entrance to each
TFC
41 8837.
! & Times •7!
:01
central heat & air
room,
HOME, 12'x60', three
51' WINDOW WASHING, MOBILE
conditioning, has kitchen
:!.s.
Wfig.:0.:..0320::03::.*:.#.-.7.:
bedrooms, air conditioned.
and is PT blocks from
professional, liscensed and in- Located 641 South on Torn Taylor
$50.00 per month
campus.
and
Commercial
Road. Phone 753-6035.
sured service.
J3OP
utilities paid by owner 1630
residential. Phone Handyman 1
Hamilton Ave., Phone 753A2C TWO BEDROOM furnished
554-4226,free estimate.
"663.
apartment, carpeted, air con• !IL
or
teachers
ditioned,
couples
WILL DO barn painting and
J31C EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
commercial spraying. Rusty only. Phone 753-2898.
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
boys, just off campus. Phone 492bedroom unf
rap
or 382-2299.
u7ished
,
A2C
miith 3225.
August 13C hFoUuRseNITwoSHEDOR
A

HELP WAN

•

•

•

•

•

•

OOO

•

REPAIR Service., attached garage, wall air conPlumbing-electrical-roofing and ditioner, large utility room.
Walking distance to university
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
and
grade school. Phone 753TFC
75.37625 nights.
4661.

.torms

WANTED BABY
will do light house)
Monday through
have car. M
references. Phone
EXPERIENCEE
wanted, apply
Locker, 107 North

WANTED EXI
painters. Steady
terview phone 753-

WANT TO.

WANT TO BUY
house
rt9.1;111 be in
through August
Box 128, Jackson,
45640.

WANT

MYNA

mt ti
call collect 1

TO BI
WANT
Volkswagon Bee:
753-2834

WANT TO BUY
ladies golf clubs.
0509.

WANT TO BIM
bed. Also used de
753-3990 after 5:0

WE HAVE a rei
acres with or w
Family ',mats
bedroom brick, I
to 15 years old,
Family desirt
bedrooms, clinir
room, in or out
20 to 50 acrt
house needed foi
If you have a
described pr(
Wilson Real Ey
call residence
753-6079, Wayne
5657, Don 753-991

PIANO TUt
rebuilding. Prc
vice. 15 years es
pianos for sale
Murray, Kentu
8911.

OO

•

PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or.
men. Has kitchen facilities;
central heat and air, private
entrance. Phone 436August9C
5479.

FOR SAI

1969 OP \1. G
late model El C
8512 or 753-3571.

LOST&

LOST MAN'S
inscription"C.)
8-70." If foui
Reward.

WANTEI

ESPONSIBI
year ,old daug
son, desire thri
Possession Al
Paducah 442-4
Reed, tipn H(
Kentucky

Call
753-1916

sell it With A Classified Ad

HELP WANTED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

0 414414144401114.~1•4101404•414140440•11,40440
1.
404004041440414•

Help Wanted

PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
1967, four door hardtop.
Mechanically good. $500.00.
Phone 753-5738 after 5:00 p.m.
J31C

COOK AL!sift
AISO NEED FULL TIME SHORT ORDER
GOOD
OR.
OPERAT
MACHINE
DISH
PART TIME
WORKING CONDITION& NO. PHONE CALLS. APPLY

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Happy Ad

pRoDucE 5TAND

a
rilL al. S. PM
•tf/71 bi 1.1"ste. ,fttuni, $y. Oe

7:131t15

Birthday M

NOTICE

NOTICE

Mylinda

-11 -Love Deb & Paul *
Ilka a u assail

WANTED EXPERIENCED THE BEST part time opportunity
sewing machine operators for is with Fuller Brush. Also need
evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00. Please full timers. Must have car and
apply to Sager Glove Cor- phone. Phone Paducah, Ky. 442poration, 415 South 4th Street, 2450 between 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
Murray, between 1:00 and 3:30 p.m., or write Thomas W. Settle,
A2C 223 Cedar Lane, Paducah,
p.m.
ITC
Kentucky 42001.
WANTED BABY-SITTER who
will do light housework, 7:30-3:30,
Monday through Friday. Must
IF YOU ARE MY MAN
have car. Must provide
I will start you with a
references. Phone 753-7553. AIP
guaranteed income, send
you to school for 2 weeksEXPERIENCED BUTCHER
paid, train you in
111Plaii
-7
Food
Gibson
apply
wanted,
the field selling and serLocker, 107 North 3rd Street. J28C
vicing established acNo travel, must be
counts.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
over 18 years of age, have
painters. Steady work. For incar, sports minded, and
J30C
terview phone 753-5287.
able to stand thorough
investigation.
major
Outstanding
WANT TO BUY
medical hospitalization
WANT TO BUY three or four
plan and pention plan. AN
house in or near city
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
trtr.rWill be iintrw'ray August 5
EMPLOYER
through August 17. Write P.O.
Call collect Joe Belote
Box 128, Jackson, Ohio
Continental Inn
August1C
45640.
4434504 for an interview
Monday and Tuesday 9
cm. to 6 p.m.
_
WANTED
j
AUTOS FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGEN PANEL truck1965. Excellent condition. Phone
J31C
753-1322.

13 Years IL Thanks
their many customers for their
patronage.
If you are planning on buying a new TV or

Stereo, come by and look over our merchandise,
let us explain the features, warranty and the

boat
H.P.
Line
J31C

LOW, LOW
PRICES

SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
lawn and garden tractor with
number 48 mower. Regular
$1965.00. Through July or while
supply lasts $111105.00. Murray
AugustSC
Supply,75$-3361.

N-0-T-1-C-E
New Dog Warden

Every Deal is A
FAIR & SQUARE DEAL

USED RIDING mowers, PCS
and up. Murray Supply, phone
AugustlIC
753-3361.

I

at ...

TV Service Center

SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece Cattral Shopping Center
tub, $172.50, white and colors.
Murray Supply,753AugustIC KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
3361.
nig specialist that &divas to any
SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece carpet. New and used vacuums
fiberglass shower stalls. Special for sale. For demonstration
4112.00.!Mite and colors. Kunio, phone Mika Hutdians, your local
August9C Kirby distributor. 7634752 or 753Supply,753-3361.
JuLl1C
.
GOOD-USED combines.
Several makes. Vinson Tractor KROEHLER USED couch and
Company, Murray, Ky., phone matching chair, Good condition.
1TC Phone 7634385 after 5:00 p.m.
7534111.
JUP
COUCH AND chair, floral
printed,$30.00. Phone 75340N,or 14' OUACHITA altuninum Jon
boat, 10 H.P. Johnson motor,
can be seen at ltIN Ryan
FOR SALE
A3C Paris Line trailer, $300.00. 18'
Avenue.
Pontoon boat, completely rebuilt,
WILSON, BLUE Ridge golf ANTIQUE PITCHER and bowl steel pontoons filled with
etyrofoam, 6000.00. Phone 759
dubs, bag and shoes. See at 919 and two tea sets. Phone 753J31NC
JVIP 7306.
.131c 9349 after 5:00 p.m.
N. 18th St.

TOM WILSON
75 3-9937

All calls regarding dogs should
be made to this number.
If You

Miss Your Paper

Given Away at
MATINEE
Sat., Aug. 4th

Ploase Phono
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

Starting Mon., July 30

Get Your

FREE

1972 AC
ELECTRIC STOVE, 36", Tap- BUICK EIECTR A 225,
hard top,
pan.$30.00. Phone 7534913. J31C and full power,two dace
10 OCO highway miles. This car
doesn't need anything except
Ludwig
ONE SET of Super
JitiC
drums, plus all extras. Come to driving Phone 753-5532
Route 1836, turn right next to
Baptist Church in Coldwater
1972 YAMAHA Enduro 175 and third house on left, offer 5:00
YARD SALE
100, 1300 miles, excellent con- p.m.
J31NC
dition $500 and $325 respectively,
J29C FURNISHED TRAILER, 20ft.
phone 767-4716.
uitable for the lake Includes
YOUNG MILK goats, 1961 Ford efrigerator., stove, beds, couch,
truck, 1981 Valiant, 1964 Buick.
, cabinets, etc Best offer
Two roll-away beds and two kes it. Phone 7534391 from 9
acres of land "cheap." 436-5606 or
.I28C
milli 6p.m.
J211C
436-2458

GARAGE SALE Won* July
28, 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. 1853
Calloway Avenue. New hand:made quilts, handmade purses,
ironing boards, broiler and other
JIIC
items.

753-7278

l'OR SALE

has been in business

MUST SELL or rant 12' x 60'
mobile home with central heat
and air. Double insulated, and
storm windows. Very nice.
Willing to sacrifice. See at
Augustle
Riviera Courts.
1972-14' BOSTON Whaler
with trolling motor, 40
Johnson motor and Paris
trailer. Phone 436-2145.

Call
753-1916

TV Service Center

SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
conditioners. 10,0:41 BTU,$184.25.
17,000 BUT, $333.00. Roby Sales,
Highway 68, Benton, KenAugust21C
tucky.

IIRNIREZIRIRII

I Happy

NOTICE

must talk
I call collect 901-642-9064
-z

MRMER 5AMS

OPEL KAN.:TT-- 1968, 28 miles
to the gallon Can be seen at 908
J30C
Sycamore.

YOUNG MAN TO SERVE APPRENTICESHIP AS COOK
AND KITCHEN MANAGER. SOME EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
LEARN. Goof) STAFtTING PAY
PERSON WILLING
FAST ADVANCEMENT MUST BE NEAT APPEARING
AND HAVE GOOD REFERENCES.

MYNA BIRD

750 HONDA Chopper, excellent
condition. Great buy for only
51200 Phone 437-4521 or 437J211P
4196.

z MILES
To

MERCURY-1966, two door
hardtop, four speed, 428 engine,
bucket seats, factory air, power
brakes and steering. Yellow with
black vinyl top, $550.00. Phone
J30C
06-5465.
1961,
PICKUPCHEVROLET cattle racks, body fair. Motor
good. $250.00. Phone 753J30C
3237

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

AUTOS FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Here's your chance for top pay, top benefits, and steady
work. If you have one of the following skills, there are
immediate openings at the Breckinridge Job Corps
Center.
heavy equipment mechanic instructors, drivers, heavy
equipment operator instructors, security patrolman,
general utility-food service, maintenance mechanic,
maintenance laborer, custodian, nurse's aide, secretary,
academic instructors, recreation instructors, dormitory
attendants-night shift or weekends.
Excellent benefit plan and advancement opportunities.
Apply at personnel office, Breckimidge Job Corps
Center, Morganfield, Ky., or phon. 502-389-2419 ext. 241.
1n equal opportunity employer.

1
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753-5865
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe &
Western Store di Shoe Repair,
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace,
across from Central Shopping
Center. Hours 900-9:00 Monday
through Saturday, 1:00-6 00
Sunday. Just arrived-3 styles
Levis, latest style bush jean bells.
Just arrived 10 new styles dress
shoes-solid leather Western
hats-Western clothes. 10 per
cent sale on now throughout the
store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress
boots and Rougbout casual boots.
Ladies golf shoes, $12.97. Four
styles Western Jeans, $12.00TFC
Now $9.00.
HONDA 175 Chopper, 1972 model.
Phone 753-7842 after 5:00p.m.
J31C
1973 HONDA Trail 70. Excellent
condition. Low mileage. Alo two
motorcycle trailer Phoce 7531419 or can be seen at 919 North
J31C
18th.
ATTENTION REEL owners
interested in converting your
Garcia 5000 to a 5 to 1 fast
retrieve' Contact Jerry Allen
753-3570 for your fast retrieve
J31NC
gears.
1972 DUO Sportster, 16' runabout
with 60 H.P. Evinrude motor and
J3OP
trailer. Phone 753-9021.

CHEVROLET PICKUP-11U,
YARD SALE at 1323 Olive,
SPECIAL! SINGER zig-lag
$300.00; RCA color TV., 'taro,
stylist machine just like brand
Saturday, July 25 and Sunday,
combination,
radio
AM-FM
new. Large size =chine, with
July 29,9:30 a.m. to 5:00p.m.
$150.00 or will trade for $ track BOY'S BIKE, used, ten speed. In
J28P
carrying case. Only $82.50. three
comptape player, recorder or
condition. Phone 763WANT TO BUY good set used FORD PICKUP-1957, 34 ton
only at this price. Your local
two good
Chevrolet
1961
center;
J30C
nent
3691.
ladies golf clubs. Phone 753Singer Sewing Center, Behar
INVADER BOAT-15', tri-hull.
Also 1962 Ford, four door,
409 engine, $250.00;
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor Shopping Center
A3C
J28C door hardtop,
0509.
100. H.P. Johnson motor, S.S.T
aItomatic. Will take best offer.
kits,
12 new bicycle tire patch
,orepair and sale. New Concord
low mileage. prop, walk through wind shield,
100cc,
YAMAHA
J30C
Road, phone 753-8114. August9C CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, sizes 15.00; 20 assorted neVr oil filters, Excellent condition. $300.00 or top and side curtains, carpet, two
WANT TO BUY god used boik RIM 76342137
See Don Knotts in
$10.00; several fuel pumps; 15
bed. Also used deep freeze.Phoeet. AGEN FAS i-BACKbest offer. Phone 7534014. J31C bass seats, trolling motor, two
34. Boys-girls, shorts, shirts,
j3ic VOLKSW
new Barbie dolls with clothes,
753433o after 5,00 pm.
winter
male
good
RED
boy's
pants,
REGISTE
batteries, 15 gallon gas tank, Fish
dresses,
753WANTED
Phone
1972. Local car. Clean.
each; used hydraulic jack,
registered coat size 5, girl's coat size 4. 1111 81.00
SECTIONAL COUCH; table and Master Locater, Heavy dut)
J31C
with
horns,
air
of
breed
set
7770.
repair;
b)
Persian
WE HAVE a request for 5 to 25
J2SC needs
lamp; gas dryer; two afghans. trailer. All in top condition
Sycamore.
persian female. Phone 753215.00; Chevrolet four speed
J31P $2650.00. Phone 753-5719.
acres with or without a house.
A2C
J30C
Phone 763-7757.
1345
shifter, $10.00; box of antique
NOTICE
Family wnats a three or four
EitittaMal-Mtla. .
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Wynn's
cans
15
$10.00;
tools,
bedroom brick, two story, from 5
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the radiator flush, 75 cents each; two SUMMER CLEARANCE on TWO SUITES of bedroom furto 15 years old, city schools.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
sewing machines. Model niture, each include white finish
sets Ac44N spark plugs, 94.00 Brother
Family desires three to four
pickup camper, toppers, We each; 6 sets Delco points, $2.00 1381-regular $79.95, sale price canopy bed, night stand, vardt
A2('
bedrooms, dining room, family
also rent campers by the week or
ar $99.95, and chest. Phone 753-1345.
each; Sears Wet or dry vacuum $44.49. Model 621-regul
room, in or out of city.
weekend. Call 2474117 or 489- cleaner, $20.00; GM air con- sale price $63.56. Model 75120 to 50 acres with liveable
J28C
$95.47. 1972 OUACHITA boat, motor
2303.
ditioner compressors,$35.00 each regular $139.96, sale price
house needed for retiring couple.
sale and trailer 14' boat on new
ar
$159.95,
711-regul
Model
753Phone
with exchange.
If you have any of the above
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot 9001.
price $114.37. Roby Sales, High- Moody trailer with 20 H.P.
J30C
Johnson. Complete with pfluger
described property contact
full of them at prices you couldn't
way 68, Benton, KenWilson Real Estate. 753-3263 or
Augusii3C foot control trolling motor. Other
believe, starting at $450.00. Full GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears tucky.
call residence phones-Loretta
accessories. Phone 753-6345. J30C
type%fold down and motor homes.
seamless gutters. installed per
753-6079, Wayne 753-5086, Bill 753New and used. At Bill's Camper
your specifications. Call Larry WD ;11.1.IS Chalmer tractor with
J31C
5657, Don 753-9912.
Corner. located at Bill's Mobile Lyles at 753-2310 for free set of breaking plows. Also 9'xI2' GAS RANGE-Kenmore. ExRoad.
Homes 1900 Clarks River
TFC braided rug. Phone 753-7436. J72P cellent condition. $35 00. Phone
estimate.
J30C
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
489.2344.
MUSIC
J28C
information 4434150.
sale,
garage
PARTY
HANNAH'S husband Hector TWO
12 chord organ with 3
PIANO TUNING -Repair
Thursday and Friday. July 26 and MAGNUS
CREOSOTE POLES,. 8' to 25' hates hard work so he cleans the
rebuilding. Prompt expert serfull octaves. Excellent condition.
July
Saturday.
p.m.,
27,
1:00-5:00
and books to purand treated fence posts. Murray rugs with Blue Lustre. Rent
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
28.9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Furniture. Free lessons
J30C
753-0151.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Lumber Company, 104 Maple electric shampooer $1. K wik-Pik
Phone
chaser
Jfir including king size bedroom
J2SC Market, Five Points.
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753Street.
s,
shop
appliance
small
suite,
TFC
ONER,6,000 BTU,
8911.
tools, games and toys. bikes. AIR CONDITI
Phone 436-5690.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST M ‘KE BEATEN down carpet ins..,.,_, ,,,,,,,s,ng.
$40.00.
volt.
120
etc 1600
'"'i
v"..
'
`"';nri
J30C
variety of pistols. Buy now while nap at doorways bright and fluffy K,.:Zin
FOR SALE OR TRADE
.129C after 6:00 p.m.
you can still get them at again with Blue Lustre Rig K
.129C
reasonable prices. Country Boy Reiaire Shopping Center
SAILBOAT-14' fiberglass, 75
1960 OPAL G. T. Will trade for
in
ITS
miles
9
FUL
PORTRA
people.
BEAUTI
753pistol
the
Phone
Stores,
square foot of sail. Phone Fulton
late model El Camino.
A2C
charcoal. Bring the whole family 1-001-479-1413.
from HopkinsvWe, Junction 117
.128C
8512 or 753-3571.
white to Uncle Jeff's on Saturday and
and 1M Open Sundays until 4:00 SEAMLESS GUTTERING,
.T29C enamel finish, never needs Sunday afternoon. Artist, Evelyn 1972 HONDA 750cc, extended
p.m
LOST & FOUND
painting. Free estimate. Phone Jones.
J30C front end and headers Extra
LOST MAN'S wedding ring,
J30C
VA LOANS,no down payment for 7534407 or 7634992. Atkins Gutter
clean. Phone 753-9502.
August23C YAMAHA-1972 Enduro 175
inscription."C.A.W. to D.L.H.,8qualified veteran. 12 years to Service, Murray.
8-70." If fouzil call 753-6740.
pay. Drive on out almost to MINI BIKE, 4 H.P. Toeque Excellent condition. 1400 miles.
J31NC
J30C
Reward.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. converter, road or trail. A-1 $500.00. Phone 707-4718.
Financing on spot Bill's
Rank
condition. Phone 427-4280. J30C
WANTED TO RENT
and
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
1072 RANGER bass boat with a 0
Ky.,
Paducah,
outboard, 0
Mercury
H.P.
Beltline Highway,
140
1172
U.K.C.
.
HOUNDS
•
Jtac COON
locator, Super Motor
4434150.
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, 15
$
registered, black and tan. Must Lowrance
W. M. AVERY
duty
old
tieing
year
year _old daughter: 19
sell cheap. Two female pupil. Guido trolling motor,
other
1965
all
and
12'z50',
trailer,
MOBILE HOME,
0
son, desire three bedroom home.
UMBER CO.
born May 111, WM two grown low profile
p
Skyline. Two bedrooms. Air dogs. Also nine month old mixed accessories. 1700 Audubon, phone
PossessionAugust 25. Phone
n.
Phone 753-5865
conditioner included. Phone 753- female free. Phone Benton 527- 753-7154 or 7534635. Will finance
Paducah 442-4622 or write Don
Central Shopping Center
J7$C
J30C
7267.
Reed, 2500 Harrison, Paducah,
J30C with acceptable credit
9700
.I28C
Kentucky

TO BUY good used
WANT
Volkswagon Beetle body. Phone MUSTANG-1965, $275.00. Phone
J31C
J30C 753-0771.
753-2534.

Ticket from

: KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
4 Cantrel, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street, "every day you delay
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C

"SHAKIEST GUN
IN THE WEST'r G

Just A Remindern

When buying your TVs and StereosBuy from a servicing dealer!
We are Factory Authorized Service Department for....

* Olympic * Curtis-Mathes
* Electrophonic * Webcor.
We service ONLY what we sell DURING and AFTER
the warranty. We do not service merchandise purchased
in discount houses and variety stores or stores that do
not have a service dept.
* Sanyo
* J.V.C.

End of Month Sale
Now In Progress!!

TV SERVICE CE

-•

y
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Farm Bill Ready For
Final Touches Today

Erlichman CondonesCampaign
Tactics In Senate Testimony
W ASHINGTON APi - Political campaigns may focus on
more than the candidates'
views on issues, according to
John D. Ehrlichman
Drinking problems. sexual
habits and domestic situations
also are valid campaign subjects. President Nixon's former
chief domestic adviser told the
Senate Watergate committee
Friday
"I know of my own knowledge of incumbents in office
who are not discharging their
obligations to their constituents
because of their drinking
habits." he said
"Constituents at home have
no way of knowing that you can
go over here in the gallery of
Congress and watch a member
totter onto the floor in a conchbon of at least partial inebriation which would preclude
him making any sort of sober
judgment on the issues that
confront this country."
Sen. !Amen P. Weicker....
Conn.. questioning Ehrlichman.
asked:
"Do you really want to bring
the political system of the
United States, of our campaigns. down to the level which
you are talking about right
now?"
Ehrlichman answered: "I
know in your situation your
lifestyle undoubtedly is impeccable and there wouldn't be
anything at issue like that.
-Maybe my standards are all
haywire, that everybody in the
Congress ought to be immune
from scrutiny on that subject,
but that seems to me to be an
indefensible position on your
part," the former White House
aide said.
Weicker and Ehrlichman
squared off after the Connecticut Republican questioned
Ehrlichman about the hiring of
former New York policeman
Anthony Ulasewicz to handle
investigations for the White
House. Ehrlichman defended
the hiring.
"I am quite satisfied that our
system, our institutions, are
perfectly capable of passing decent judgment, fair judgment.
hard judgment on political figures. public officials, without
the covert operations of men
like Mr. Ulasewicz," Weicker
said.
Ehrlichman stressed the only
probe of an individual politician
Ulasewicz conducted while under Ehrlichman's supervision
concerned Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. 1)-Mass., and the incident in which a young woman. Mary .lo Kopechne, died in
Kennedy's car at Chappaquiddick Island. Mass.
In other Watergate developments Friday •
-Special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox said he
has asked the White House to
hand over files on the International Telephone 8• Telegraph
Corp. He said the files were "of
utmost importance" and that
the request had been pending
-for some time,
--Julie Nixon Eisenhower,
"-the President's daughter,-mid
'her father would publicly discuss the Watergate scandal
soon, perhaps within two
weeks.
- President Nixon's 1972
Democratic opponent, Sen.
George McGovern of South Dakota, said in a Senate speech
on election reform that Nixon
should release Watergate tapes
and documents to "rrstore the

credibility and capacity of government."
-Weicker, in a luncheon
speech, charged Nixon with trying to run -a presidency rather
than a democracy."
Ehrlichman continued to dispute the testimony of fired
White House counsel John W.
Dean III about crucial White
House meetings on Watergate.
Ehrlichman said he didn't
think Dean told Nixon as much
about the cover-up as Dean
says he did
Ehrlichman also said Dean
told him and former White
House chief of staff H R Haldeman that they were not in-

dictable in the cover-up. Dean
testified he told them the opposite
Dean claimed the President
acted toward Ehrlichman and
Haldeman as if they were principals in ,he cover-up. However. Ehrlichman testified Nixon viewed them as involved in
a battle over executive privilege.
Asked if Nixon ever asked
Ehrlichman to discuss the matter with him Ehrlichman said:
'One time he lifted up the
phone and said 'I am satisfied
John Dean is in this so deeply
he just can't have anything
more to do with it.' "

WASHINGTON ( AP) - A payment limit to $20,000 per
compromise farm bill was farmer.
Prior to the conferees' action,
ready for final touches today
by Senate conferees who have an administration official estiworked out a farmer income mated that passage of the
guarantee plan in a way that House-approved version would
Republicans say may avoid a cost roughly $800 million for the
1974 crops, based on present
presidential veto.
The conferees, taking the un- forecasts of prices. This would
usual step of working into the compare to $2.8 billion for the
weekend, faced a major deci- 19/3 crops.
Under the target price consion on what to do about a
House-passed ban on food cept, sponsors figured that such
multibillion dollar crop substamps for most strikers.
TWO TEAMS,Braves mIllkunies,are In a legit war,see d the activities at the baron Summer
Another unresolved issue cen- sidies would be eliminated as
Camp held Thursday afterimage If Almo Scheel. Camps directed by Ed Rudolph, Summer Work- tered on a Senate-passed plan long as existing relationships
Study student, will be at Murray Middle today, Lyrist Grove on Tuesday, and Hazel on Thursday. to restore food stamp eligibility between farm prices and crop
Camps were held earlier at New Concord, Faxon,and Kirksey.
to some 1.5 million aged, blind production costs continue. But
and disabled persons who will if prices farmers get should
get federal payments under the drop sharply growers would get
new Social Security supple- payments making up the differMental assistance program ence between the target and
the sales returns.
starting Jan. 1.
Advocates of subsidy reform
were defeated Friday when
eraderees rejected a Housepassed provision which would
shoot only under "extreme cirhave prohibited additional payments to wealthy farmers who
cumstances."
sell or lease cotton acresge alHe said some of the prison's
1,750 inmates were moved to la
lotments.
Lyle Underwood, chairman of
Sponsors of this provision had
cal jails.
Corrections Department officlaimed it was needed to close the board of the First Christian
cials continued to talk with the
what they termed a major loop- Church, will be the speaker at
barricaded convicts periodhole that permits wholesale the worship services on Sunday,
ically into the night.
evasion of the present $55,000 July 29, at 10:45 a.m. at the
The facility was ringed by ofper crop annual payment- ceil- church in the absence of the
pastor, Dr. David Roos, who is
ficers and by National Guard
ing.
military police in battle gear.
The House provision Alan on vacation.
His subject will be "SenJoining prison guards and the
ED RUDOLPH, Summer Work-Study Student for Calloway would have put various payMPs were state highway patrol County Extension for 4-H, turns the crank on the freezer for ice ments under the limit, in- tirriental Journey." Mrs.
officers and police from
cream at one of the Indian Summer Camps being held at the cluding so-called resource ad- William Porter will be the
McAlester.
various schools in the city and county. Sponsors have been Ryan justment payments for not worship leader and Janet Cole
The riot, the worst in the
Milk Company, Burger Queen, Murray Cash & Carry, New growing crops. Conferees took will be the candle lighter.
The Chancel Choir, directed
prison's history, began at mid- Concord Grocery, Lynn Grove Egg Company, and Duncan's the Senate-passed language
afternoon Friday when five
that excludes resource adjust- by Leonard Whitrner, will sing
Market,
unarmed inmates attacked two
ment payments when comput- the anthem, "He Is Our King,"
guards, U. Thomas Payne and
ing the amount subject to the with Miss Peal McLeod, junior
music major at Murray State
limit.
Capt. C.C. Smith, in the mess
In passing their separate ver- University, as guest organist.
hall, Graham said.
James Rudy Allbritten and
Graham said both Payne and
sions of the farm bill earlier
Smith received knife wounds
this year, the Senate and Rouse Henry Holton will serve as
Deacons
and
and were hospitalized. He said
both voted to lower the annual elders.
the attackers were "doped up
wheat, cotton and feed grain deaconesses will be Henry
Fulton, Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr.,
on something."
Miss Rebecca Dublin, B.D.
The attackers, armed with
Hall, Don McCord, Coleman
knives, then called for support
McKee',Or. Bill Seale, Kenneth
from other prisoners in the inSinclair, and Fred Wells.
stitution, Graham said.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Within three hours, fires were
Benny Maddox and Mr. and
burning in the dining area and
Rev. Richard Walker, pastor
Mrs. John Pasco, Sr.
several other major buildingsof the First Baptist Church, will
The youth will meet at the
the furniture plant, the license
be speaking at the 10:45 a.m.
church
at 3:30 p.m. on Sunday.
plate factory and a paint proservices of the church on
ducing area. A tower of greasy
Sunday, July 29.
black smoke was visible at
The Adult Choir, directed by
least 40 miles away.
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
A second group of inmates
AMANDA HOKE,one of the high school volunteers at one of the of music, will present special
took over control of the rebel- Indian Summer Camps at
(C.estlarzed from Page 1)
music. Their numbers will be
the various schools in the city and
lion from the originators soon county, sits on the ice cream freezer. Also in the picture are
Jeff "Spirit of the Living God"and entertained," Riddle said, and
after the insurrection began, Ramsey, Tommy Workman, Penny Lockhart, Sherri Walters, "Psalm
Twenty-three."
pointed out that the public can
Graham said.
and others.
At the 8:30 p.m. services the once again wrest control of the
church ordinances of baptism industry from the "leftLadies Day Luncheon
and The Lord's Supper will be wingers" I they will put away
observed. The adult choir will aPaliTY.
from Page 1)
Will Be Held At Oaks
sing "More Like Jesus Would I
"People are apathetic," he
Be" and "Dear Lord and Father said. "and people are not going
The women of the Oaks
interrupting
4-paired it without
manned since Charles Conrad of Mankind.to films to see what trash is
Country Club will hold a ladies
the countdown.
Jr., Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin and
Miss Becky Hogancamp and there Very few people are
day luncheon at the club on
Technicians helped the astro- Paul J. Weitz left it and re- Larry Hillman will sing a duet, going to films today who can
do
Wednesday. Augu, . 1, at 12
nauts into their white space- turned to earth June 72.
"Amazing Grace." Mrs. John something about it. The young
noon
suits with bubble helmets and
The Skylab 2 crew will find it Bowker is church organist and people are the ones who are
Mrs Wdhkilm Grasty. phone
U.S. flag emblazoned on the in much better shape than did Mrs. J.D. Ftabyburn is church going, and they are the ones
753-95.15, and Mrs. William the
sleeves.
Conrad's team, but they too pianist.
who are being disturbed by
Redick. phone 753-4554, are
As they left the crew quar- may have some repair jobs to
Mancil Vinson will be serving what they see on the screen."
chairmen of the hostesses and
ters, they smiled and waved at perform.
as deacon of the week. G.T.
He called for individual and
reservations should be made by
group of newsmen and space
•
When
the station
was Moody, minister of education, collective protest, urging the
Monday afternoon
workers. They boarded an air- launched unmanned May 14, vi- will read the scripture.
Rotarians to write sponsors
Other hostesses will be
conditioned van for the short brations tore loose an alumiSunday School will be held at when something they resent is
Mesdames Edward Morgan.
drive to the launch pad and num shield intended to protect 9:30 a.m. and Church Training beamed into their living rooms
Bob Fike, Allen McCoy, Donnie
rode elevators to the spacecraft the laboratory from meteoroid at 7:30 p.m.
on television.
McCord, Joe Cohoon, .I.T.
punctures and the sun's heat.
The Fellowship supper will be
"Find out where they are
Wilson, L.D. Flora, A.J. level.
The mission will be the most
The launch of the Skylab 1 held at the church on Wed- headquartered, and tell the
Buchanan, Paul Calhoun,
William Porter., Delbert Hon- rigorous test yet of man's abili- astronauts was postponed 10 nesday, August 1, at 5:30 p.m. sponsors quite frankly,'Look, if
this is the type of program that
chul, John Emerson, Max ty to withstand the physical days while engineers developed
psychological stresses of a makeshift sunshade to cover
you are going to present, I don't
Reale, Marshall Gordon, Roy and
need your product, nor does any
Cothran, Bailey Gore, Tommy prolonged space flight. The the exposed area of the laboramember of my family need It,'"
Hopkins, Bruce Thomas, Steve medical results will have a tory. The flight was almost
whether astronauts canceled as temperatures inhe urged.
Andrus. Harold Moss, Dale bearing on
embark on long side Skylab soared to 125 dewill
day
one
When asked why theater
Cochran. Rebecca Dublin, and
voyages to other planets.
grees.
owners permit X-rated films to
Beth Broach.
The cow?tdown progressed
be shown on their screens.
smoothly on the Saturn 18
Riddle said most of them try to
rocket set to blast off at 711
justify this by saying they are in
a.m. EDT to start the astro.lames A F'isher. Sr . the film business and this has to
nauts in pursuit of the 85-ton
minister of the First United be done.
laboratory, the world's largest
Methodist Church. will speak on
"I contend this does not have
space vehicle.
the subject. "A Man and His to be done, and a theater owner
reach
spacemen
orWhen the
God," at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. can help control what comes out
"The Most Common Sin" will bit, the Skylab station will be
"Repentance at the Water services on Sunday. .July 29.
of Hollywood by not showing
be the subject of the sermon by 2,500 miles ahead of them, over
The text for his sermon will be them," he said. "The quickest
Gate Near the Temple" will be
Bro. Dean Freely at the 1040 the North Atlantic, and about
the subject of the sermon by John 14. 1-4
way to sink Hollywood's 'fifth
a m. worship services on 150 miles higher
The text for his sermon will be films' is for the theater owners
Rev. Jerre]) White, minister of
Sunday, July 29, at the Seventh
With commander Bean at the
John 14 . 1-14. Church School will to say, 'I'll not show anything
and Poplar Church of Christ. controls, the Apollo will execute the Memorial Baptist Church, be
held between the morning until I can get something that is
at the 10:50 a.m. services on
Paul Kelly will read the a series of maneuvers to track
Sunday. July 29, at the church. services.
not '<rated.' There are many
scripture from I .John 3 16-18. down the space station, renThe Senior High: United other kinds of films flowing out
His scripture will be from
Prayers will be led by .John dezvous and link with it 270
Nehemiah 8:1-12. His children'S -Methodist Youth Fellowship of Hollywood, and I can't unSteele and Ed P. Thomas
miles above the earth
sermon will follow the worship will meet Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in derstand a person who says to
The six p.m. sermon topic for
Skylab has been orbiting un- with tithes and offerings.
the social hall to work on the himself,'I justify the showing of
Mr. Freetly will be "When
program for their louisville these films because it has to be
The choir will sing the
There Is No Future" with the Revival Services Will
trip! ,1t nine p.m. the t1MYF done,' because it doesn't."
number,"Take My Life" at the
scripture from Hebrews 6. 18-19,
will have a music jam session.
Riddle, who is in Murray
morning services.
Prayers will be led by Howell je-Mjell City Church
The Junior High United conducting a two-week drama
The pastor will be speaking at
Clark and Gene Roberts
Methodist Youth Fellowship Workshop for selected high
Announcements will be by
Revival services will be held the evening services at 7:30 will meet at 5:30 p.m. for the
school students, was given a
p.m.
and following the services
Tommy Carraway and the song at the Bell City Baptist Church
program on "What's A Heal rare standing ovation by the
service will be directed by Don starting Sunday, July Irt,- and a church wide fellowship will be Friend I Ake?"
and recreation at Rotarians at the conclusion of
jing "thr"iih Saturday, held. Slides and pictures will be 5:30 psh.
his i4,111111101.
shown of the Youth Mission t
The regular, fifth Sunday August 4,
Tffursday. ,tugust t. the - Gamely The. ineefing inmeeting of all Bible teachers
Peongelist All be art John of Eastern Kentucky,
Parts District will-have a cluded: Ted Vaughn,
will be held Sunday at three Terry and the pastor is Bro
Murray;
Sunday School will be held at seminar on the
'new Church Dave Dickson, the new
9
40
p m in the church auditorium Thurman Penick
a
m. with Hayden Rickman School curriculum.''Our
Prayer
!Atone manager of the Tappan plant
Bro Freetly will speak on some. services will start at 7 30 p m as director, and Church
Bible/1 at the First
important aspects applicable to with worship services at eight Training Union at 610 p.m. Methodist Church. United here. and Dr. Ed Strohecker.
Murray, director of library science at
teachers of any age level
with Joe Pat Futrell as director, fromimen
pm
to 9:30_p.m,- __
Murray State.

Hostages At Oklahoma Prison
Inmates Release Four Of 19

Church ,OrChrist
itiMces Planned
Hollis Miller will be speaking
at the worship services at 10:30
a.m and seven p.m. on Sunday,
July 29, at the University
Church of Christ, North 15th
Street.
‘t the morning service Orrin
Bickel will read the scripture.
Prayers will be led by Hamp
W. Brooks and Sherrill Gargus.
Bible study will be held
Sunday at 9-30 am.
The Ladies Bible Class will
visit Fern Terrace Lodge on
Thursday morning at ten a.m.
Rev. A. H. McLeod To
For Revival
Be Speaker'
Rev ,N II Mcl.eod, Jr.
will
he the evangelist at the revival
services to be held -at the
Lynnville United Methodist
Church starting Sunday. July
29, and continuing through
Friday. August 3
Services will he held at 7 30
each evening aceurdin44 to the
oaqtor Rev hary Molder

McALESTER, Okla. ( AP)Rioting Oklahoma State Prison
convicts today released four of
the 19 hostages they were holding after Gov. David Hall made
contact with the rioters.
Police and National Guard
troops marched into the prison
moments earlier to subdue the
convicts buj were halted when
the governor apparently initiated negotiations. They remained poised to storm the
prison if rosemary.
Two inmates were killed during rioting Friday and at least
a dozen buildings were destroyed by fires set by the insurgents, prison officials said.
Two guards suffered stab
wounds.
National Guard troops and
other law enforcement officers
from around the state ringed
the prison, where fires raged
through more buildings this
morning.
Officials said the hostages
were not being held at one spot
in the prison but were spread
throughout the complex making
It more difficult to attempt a
rescue.
A prison doctor said one of
the dead inmates apparently
had been stabbed to death by
fellow prisoners. It was not
•

•

•

known how the other was
killed. His body was still lying
in a prison yard under the control of the rioters.
The physician, Or. Rafael
Cott, said he treated 12 other
prisoners for injuries but had
not been allowed to examine
the hostages.
Of the number of prisoners
involved in the riot, Associate
Warden Paul Graham told
newsmen Friday night,"We believe there are no more than
260 of them, but there could be
as many as 1,000."
Two of 21 original hostages,
both guards, were released, apparently because they suffered
heart conditions, Graham said.
He said a list a demands issued by the convicts apparently
asked for changes that were
only recently instituted.
Gov. David Hall sent word to
the convicts he would not meet
with them until all hostages
were released and the inmates
returned to their cells.
Graham said officials had a
plan ready to fight into the
prison if the hostages' lives appeared to be in danger. He
would not disclose details. The
convicts apparently have no
guns.
Graham said officers encircling the prison and those inside
the walls were under orders to

Mrs. Lassiter
Passes Away
This Morning

Dr. Joseph L Burns

Burns To Assume
Local Practice
Dr. Joseph L. Bur
of
Morton,Illinois, willasiume the
practice of Doctors Richard and
Mary Broaringmeyer on July
30, ina.
- Dr. Burns is 42 years old and
took his pre-professional
training at Illinois Central
College, and received his
Doctor of Chiropractic degree
at Missouri College of
Chiropractic in 1954, at which
time he entered the military
service, and took additional
training at the Brooke .Army
Medical School.
He was attached with the 24th
Evacuation Hospital aT Ft.
Henning, Georgia, and was
later attached to the 2nd
Evacuation Hospital in Bad
Kreuznach, Germany. Upon
discharge from service he
served with the staff at Spears
Chiropractic Hospital, Denver,
Colorado, and was in private
practice.
In recent years he has been
employed by major chemical
firms working in pharmaceuticals and nuclear
medicine. Dr. Burns has just;
completed a post graduate
study in acupuncture through
the Columbia Chitopractic
Institute of New York.
He is a 32nd degree Mason
and Shriner. His hobbies are
flying, golf, and keeping salt
water fish.
He is married and the father
of two boys. Joseph L. Burns, II
age 9, and James Lee Burns age
4

Mrs. O.M. I Dorothy Lassiter
of Louisville died this morning
at seven o'clock at the Suburban
Hospital, Louisville She was 81
years of age.
The Louisville woman was
taken ill while she and her
husband. Oury M. Lassiter,
formerly of New Concord.'*ere
visiting in the home oftis sister,
Mrs. Laura Jegintrigs, Calloway
Avenue, Murray, and other
relatives here
Lassiter
was
-Mrs.
hospitalized at a Paducah
hospital before being transferred to the Surburban
Hospital. Louisville. on Friday,
July 20.
The Lassiters were here for
the 50th anniversary reunion of
her husband's graduating class
of New Concord High School
held July 7 at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Hall McCuiston and
the Lovett reunion at the
Murray City Park on July 8.
Survivors are her husband.
O.M. Lassiter of Louisville: two
sons, Riley Lassiter of Louisville and Eddie Lassiter of Los
Angeles, Calif; mother, Mrs.
James C. Kennerly
of
Bradenton. Fla.: two sisters;
two brothers.
Funeral services will be held
Monday at one p.m_ at the
Heady
Funeral
Home,
Taylorsville Road, Louisville.
Entombment will be in the
mausoleum at the Rest Haven
Cemetery, Louisville

Revival Planned
At Beech Grove
The Beech Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will hold its revival July 30 to
August 5 with Rev., DewiA.,ne
Franklin
as the—Weil
evangelist.
Services will be—it 7:45
nightly, according to pastor Joe
Pat Morton. Bobby Jetton will
be the song leader.

Lyle Underwood To
Speak Sunday At
Christian Church

Regular Services
At Baptist Church

Rotary ...

Skylab .. • mash.ed

Dr. James Fisher

Bro. Dean Freetly
Gives His Subjects
For This Sunday

To Speak Sunday At
Sermon Topic Given Methodist Church
For Sunday Morning
By Memorial Pastor
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